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## Symbols and Acronyms

### Roman symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td></td>
<td>camera intrinsic matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>$m/s^2$</td>
<td>acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td></td>
<td>optical center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$1/s$</td>
<td>frame frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>focal length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FT$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>film thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td></td>
<td>gray level pixel value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>radial distortion coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td></td>
<td>length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>point in world coordinate system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td></td>
<td>projected point on image plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>$kg$</td>
<td>mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td></td>
<td>number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td></td>
<td>tangential distortion coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_3(x_i)$</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>cumulative distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>skew parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_3(x_i)$</td>
<td>$1/m$</td>
<td>mean distribution density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>$1/m$</td>
<td>rotation matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td></td>
<td>scale factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td></td>
<td>translation vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td></td>
<td>tracer position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>$m/s$</td>
<td>velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td></td>
<td>mass fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X, Y, Z$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>world coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_c, Y_c, Z_c$</td>
<td></td>
<td>camera coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x, y, z$</td>
<td></td>
<td>pixel coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>sieve size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>time step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta x, \Delta y$</td>
<td></td>
<td>distortion correction function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Symbols and Acronyms

## Greek symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>°</td>
<td>angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td></td>
<td>standard deviation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Subscripts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CW</td>
<td>camera and wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>distorted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV</td>
<td>field of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>id</td>
<td>ideal (distortion free)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>len</td>
<td>lengthwise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max</td>
<td>maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maxdot</td>
<td>most upper detected particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min</td>
<td>minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>frame number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pixel</td>
<td>pixel dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rad</td>
<td>radial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stat</td>
<td>static angle of repose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tan</td>
<td>tangential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertical</td>
<td>camera’s vertical angle of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x, y, z</td>
<td>directions x, y, z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CentRec</td>
<td>centrifugal particle receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSP</td>
<td>concentrated solar power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEM</td>
<td>discrete element method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLR</td>
<td>Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV</td>
<td>field of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fps</td>
<td>frames per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV values</td>
<td>hue saturation value of a pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTM</td>
<td>heat transfer medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT storage</td>
<td>high temperature storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>light emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT storage</td>
<td>low temperature storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>particle size distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV cells</td>
<td>photovoltaic cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB values</td>
<td>red green blue value of a pixel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>region of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Saint-Gobain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>storage medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

A growing population, climate change and an increasing demand of energy and electricity are the major challenges humanity has to face in the twenty-first century. In the world energy outlook 2019, the international energy agency predicts a rise in the global energy demand of 1.3\% each year until 2040 [1]. As reported by the international renewable energy agency in 2019, the energy-related CO\textsubscript{2} emissions need to be shortened by 3.5\% per year until 2050 and further reductions are necessary afterwards, in order to meet the aims of the Paris agreement [2]. To expedite the decarbonization and achieve the sustainability goals, replacing fossil fuels by renewable energy sources (sun, wind, water, biomass, geothermal) is inevitable. However, the share of the renewable energies in electricity generation was only 26\% in 2018, which is why the electricity production from renewables needs to be scaled up [3]. Drastically rising renewables, such as solar energy, as power source for electricity generation, while increasing the usage of electricity for heating and transportation, could reduce the global CO\textsubscript{2} emissions significantly [4].

Up to now, the generation of electricity using wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) are the cheapest options in many markets, but other renewable technologies, such as concentrated solar power (CSP), bioenergy or geothermal, are expected to be cost competitive within the next decade [5]. According to the international renewable energy agency, the cost of all commercially available renewable technologies for electricity generation decreased in 2018 [5]. Especially, the reduction of the global weighted-average cost of electricity for CSP is notable, as it was reduced by 26\% compared to the previous year [5]. Since the technology costs for CSP plants have remarkably fallen in the last decade, the global capacity of CSP plants enlarged over the years from 5.1 GW in 2016 [6] to predicted 9.6 GW in 2023 [7]. Mainly responsible for this growth are the falling prices and the fact, that most of the future CSP plants are equipped with a thermal storage with increasing size [7]. The international renewable energy agency estimates, that the share of CSP in the global electricity generation in 2050 will be 4\% [8] and, if the technology develops following the current trends, CSP offers the possibility of covering up to 25\% of the global energy demand [6]. As both, wind and solar PV, are not able to deliver continuous and constant power, energy storage capabilities, management based on the demand and flexible power generation installations are necessary in order to sustain grid stability. Therefore, CSP plants with thermal energy storage are an auspicious option for locations with high direct normal irradiation throughout the whole year [9]. To further improve and increase energy production using CSP, the plant components need to be optimized. Thus, research is done on innovative receiver technologies, such as particle receivers.

In the scope of this thesis, a solar tower plant with sand-like granular particles as heat transfer medium (HTM) is considered. This CSP technology offers many advantages, such as high maximum receiver temperature and the potential of relatively low operation and component costs. The investigated centrifugal particle receiver CentRec provides a good regulation of the receiver outlet temperature, enabling the system to achieve the desired temperature for the downstream power block.
Introduction

In the centrifugal particle receiver the particles are fed into an inclined rotating drum, where they are accelerated by gravitational and centrifugal force and heated up by the solar radiation, which is inciding through the aperture of the receiver drum. To optimize the receiver efficiency, knowledge of the particle motion, such as the relative movement to their neighbors or potential radial, tangential and axial mixing, is necessary. Therefore, the main purpose of this thesis is the development and optimization of an optical system and corresponding image processing codes to investigate the particle motion in the solar particle receiver. In order to do so, the fundamentals of CSP, particle receivers and optical basics are presented in chapter 2. Chapter 3 provides an overview of the materials used in the experiments and presents the results of the geometric characterization of the ceramic particles and the tracers. Furthermore, the methodology and results of the design and optimization of the optical system to investigate the particle motion in the solar particle receiver are summarized. The developed image processing codes for tracer tracking and the determination of particle film thickness are explained in detail in chapter 4. Lastly, a summary and outlook can be found in chapter 5.
2 Fundamentals

In this chapter the fundamentals of concentrating solar power such as the potential of solar energy and the principal assembly of a concentrating solar power plant are described. A more detailed look into the receiver and especially into particle receiver is presented. Moreover, some optical basics and fundamentals of camera calibration are explained.

2.1 Utilization of solar energy

Solar radiation can be used for the generation of electricity or heat (high-temperature process heat or low-temperature heat). In flat plate collectors, the solar radiation is transformed into thermal energy and can be supplied for domestic use, e.g. for generation of hot water \[10\]. For the use of solar energy to produce electricity, there are two main technologies: PV cells and solar thermal plants. PV cells exploit the photoelectric effect to convert the solar radiation directly into electrical power \[11\]. Contrarily, the solar thermal plants generate process heat by conversion of the solar energy, which can be used in heat engines to generate electricity \[12\]. Following Carnot’s theorem, the efficiency of a heat engine is increasing with increasing difference between hot and cold reservoir. Therefore, the temperature, generated by the solar radiation, is aimed to be as high as possible in order to maximize the temperature of the working fluid in the downstream process, which results in higher efficiency.

2.2 Concentrated solar power

Since the solar power inciding on the earth is relatively low, the solar radiation is optically concentrated first, in order to achieve the power density necessary for the generation of electricity in thermal solar power plants. For concentrating the solar radiation, mirrors in different shapes are utilized, as explained in the next section. The global solar-to-electricity efficiency of solar thermal plants is between 10 and 30 % \[13\,14\], depending on the collector shape, the material properties and the inclination angle. The solar-to-electricity efficiency includes the solar-to-heat efficiency, that describes the transformation of the energy from solar radiation to heat through collector, concentrator and receiver, and the heat-to-electricity efficiency of the conversion in turbines \[14\].

2.2.1 Collector types

The main part of solar power plants is similar to conventional power plants, except that the steam generators are not fired with fuel, but instead solar energy is used. The required high temperatures for the steam process imply the concentration of the solar radiation. \[15\]
To concentrate the solar radiation, mirrors are used to collect the incident solar rays and to focus them onto a smaller area. Depending on the collector shape, CSP systems are divided into line and point focus systems. In parabolic trough and linear Fresnel systems, the solar radiation is collected
with mirrors and focused onto a focal line. On the contrary, point focus collectors, such as dish Stirling (paraboloidal dish) or solar tower plants, focus the solar radiation collected with mirrors onto a single focal point. As the point focus systems focus all the collected solar energy onto a smaller area than the line focus ones, the achieved concentration is higher and hence, the reachable temperatures in the heat transfer medium are higher. Line focus systems reach concentration factors of around 8-80 (parabolic trough, [13; 16]) and 25-100 (Fresnel, [13]) and consequently, receiver temperatures up to around 400°C [16]. In contrast, point focus systems can reach concentration factors between 300-1000 (solar tower, [13]) and 1000-3000 (dish, [13]) and therefore, receiver temperatures up to 1000°C [13; 17; 18]. The annual solar efficiency of parabolic trough systems is around 10-16% [13; 18]. Because of their simpler optical design, the annular solar efficiency of Fresnel collectors is 33% less than the one of parabolic trough collectors (8-12%, [13; 18]) [19]. Solar tower plants show an annual solar efficiency between 10-25% [13; 18] and dish Stirling engines offer the highest efficiencies (16-29%, [18]). The higher efficiencies of the point focus systems are derived directly from the higher temperatures reached in the focal points.

The parabolic trough collector technology is the most mature and the most often installed technology in solar fields. Fresnel collectors are similar to parabolic trough collectors, but instead of bowed mirrors, the mirrors are flat, aiming at a simpler design and consequently lower costs. The paraboloidal dish solar concentrator needs a stable supporting structure and two-axis tracking to evolve its high energy efficiency. Thus, the cost of generation is relatively high for this collector type and no storage is available. Solar towers provide high efficiencies as well and additionally, offer the possibility of increasing the annual solar efficiency to ≥ 65% [17] by storing the thermal energy. [13; 17; 18]

### 2.2.2 Assembly of a concentrating solar power plant

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic figure of a concentrating solar power plant. The sun rays incide onto the mirrors, which form the so called solar field. The mirrors bundle the solar rays and direct them to the focal point, where the receiver is located. The main task of the receiver is to collect the solar energy and transfer it to the HTM, which is flowing through the receiver. There are various receiver concepts with different ways to heat up the HTM. A distinction is made between direct heating of the HTM by the solar radiation and indirect heating of the HTM. A detailed description of different receiver designs is given in section 2.3. In figure 2.1 a direct heating particle receiver is used to heat up the HTM. In this case the particles are not only used as HTM, but also as storage medium (SM).
The particles are heated up in the receiver and transported to the heat exchanger, which is connected to a power block (generation of electricity) or to a process, in which the heat is used, e.g. in a chemical reaction. The cooled particles leave the heat exchanger towards the receiver, where they are heated up again. This circular flow can be complemented by a storage system, in order to extend the overall efficiency and the plant’s capacity of utilization. If the available solar energy is higher than the demand, particles from the low temperature storage (LT storage) are fed into the circular particle flow, heated up in the receiver and stored in the high temperature storage (HT storage). If the solar radiation eases off, the stored hot particles are fed into the system and used in the heat exchanger as an additional heat source for the downstream process. Subsequently, the cooled particles are partly poured back into the LT storage.

2.3 Receiver

The main task of the receiver is to absorb the concentrated solar radiation and transfer it to the HTM. Thus, the receiver can be considered as a heat exchanger. Increasing the thermal performance of the receiver, reduces the required size of the heliostat field and therefore, leads not only to higher efficiencies, but also to lower capital costs. Hence, many researchers put effort into the receiver optimization and the development of new technologies. In the literature many different receiver design options can be found and this section gives a rough overview of different receiver concepts.

One distinguishing characteristic is the geometrical configuration of the surface, which is absorbing the concentrated solar radiation. Moreover, receivers can be divided into direct and indirect absorption receivers, according to the manner of energy transfer to the HTM, or they can be classified by the HTM used.
2.3.1 Geometrical configuration

Depending on the design of the geometrical configuration, receivers can be constructed as external or cavity receivers. While external receivers have a surface that is completely exposed to the surrounding, cavity receivers are closed structures with an open or windowed aperture. Since the absorbing surface is exposed to the surrounding, the radiative and convective losses are higher in external receivers than in cavity receivers. Therefore, the reachable operating temperatures of external receiver applications are below approximately 730°C [22]. In cavity receivers, the solar radiation is absorbed inside the cavity, resulting in high absorption efficiency and therefore, in higher reachable temperatures of the HTM [22]. Generally, in cavity receivers the pressure is limited, commonly to below 15 bar, whereas in external receivers higher pressures can be applied. However, the temperature in external receivers is significantly lower than in cavity receivers [23].

2.3.2 Absorption and heat transfer in the receiver

In indirect absorption receivers the HTM is not directly exposed to the solar radiation, but the solar radiation is absorbed by an absorber material. An example of indirect absorption receivers are tubular receivers. The external lateral surface of the receiver tubes absorbs the solar radiation, which is transformed into heat. By conduction through the tube wall, the heat is carried to the internal lateral surface of the receiver tubes and from there transferred to the HTM, which is passing in upward direction through various small vertically arranged tubes. The additional heat transfer step through tube wall and the high reflection losses are the biggest disadvantages of tubular receivers. In recent tubular receivers molten salt, sodium and water, which can be used for direct steam generation, have been investigated and applied as HTM [24].

Other examples for indirect absorption receivers are volumetric receivers made of metal grids, reticulated wires or porous structures, such as honeycombs or porous ceramics. The structures are irradiated by concentrated sunlight and thereby heated up. The HTM, for example air, flows through the structure and is heated by forced convection [25][26].

In direct absorption receivers the HTM is directly exposed to solar irradiation. Thus, the heat transfer between an additional absorbing material and the HTM, as it is the case in indirect absorbing receivers, is eliminated. Direct absorption receivers also offer the advantage of avoiding technical restrictions by structural materials, that can not be heated up to temperatures as high as the HTM, e.g. particles, can be [26].

An example for a direct absorption receiver is the falling particle receiver. Basically, the falling particle receiver in cavity shape is the simplest direct absorption receiver. The particles are poured into the receiver from the top and fall through the receiver, driven by the gravitational force. While falling, the particles are heated up by being irradiated directly with concentrated sunlight. The hot particles can be used for power generation in the power block or filled into the thermal storage tank [27].

2.3.3 Heat transfer medium

Besides the receiver concept, the choice of the HTM is of crucial importance during the design of a CSP plant. Depending on the required process temperature an adequate and stable HTM should be chosen. Generally, typical HTMs are molten salt, water/steam (saturated and superheated), air or...
other gases, thermal oils or organics, but research work is also put into liquid metals [28, 29], solid particles [30, 31, 32] and other gases, such as supercritical carbon dioxide [33] or helium [34]. Table 2.1 shows the range of working temperatures of different HTMs.

Table 2.1: Working temperature range of different HTMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HTM</th>
<th>Temperature in °C</th>
<th>Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organics</td>
<td>12 - 393</td>
<td>[35; 36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal oils</td>
<td>-20 - 400</td>
<td>[35; 37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water/steam</td>
<td>250 - 300 (saturated steam, 45bar)</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>249 - 565 (superheated, 160bar)</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>up to 680 - 800</td>
<td>[40; 41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid metals</td>
<td>98-883 (Na)</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>up to 1533 (Pb–Bi)</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molten salt</td>
<td>238 - 600</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>some up to 900</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid particles</td>
<td>more than 1000</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the HTM is one of the most important components of CSP plants and needed in a large amount, the aim is to find the optimal combination of performance and price. Thereby, the desired characteristics of the HTM are a low melting and a high boiling point (liquid HTM) as well as thermal stability, high thermal conductivity and high heat capacity. Moreover, low vapor pressure at high temperatures and low corrosive properties with metal alloys as well as no toxicity and chemical stability are preferable. [35; 45]

Table 2.1 shows, that thermal oils and other organics are not suitable as HTMs in applications with high temperatures. The combination water/steam provides the advantage of efficiency increase by direct steam generation and its use as both the HTM and the working fluid in the power cycle, resulting in higher inlet temperatures of the turbine [46]. Air is a cheap, available and non-toxic HTM, that offers a wide working temperature range, but the limited heat transfer and the great power needed for pumping are disadvantages of air as HTM [25; 42]. Liquid metals are stable at high temperatures and offer the possibility of high receiver outlet temperatures [42]. Additionally, they are found to be able to reduce costs, due to their high heat transfer efficiency at high temperatures [47]. Molten salts offer the possibility to be used as HTM and SM. Relatively high temperures can be reached and they are cheap, compared to thermal oils or organics [35]. Furthermore, molten salts are utilized in many CSP plants, because of their high heat capacity as well as their good thermal and physical properties at high temperatures [48]. However, their corrosive properties have to be considered in the design of solar plants using molten salt as HTM [35].

Following Carnot’s theorem, a higher temperature difference between hot and cold temperature leads to higher process efficiencies. Therefore, higher hot temperatures in the receivers are desirable to increase the overall thermal-to-electricity efficiency of the solar plant. Increasing temperatures not only restricts the availability of structural materials, but also affect the selection of the HTM. The commonly used molten salt (NaNO\textsubscript{3}, KNO\textsubscript{3}) can only be used up to 600 °C, cf. table 2.1.

Higher temperatures lead to thermal decomposition of the molten salt [49]. For temperatures around 1000°C and higher, other HTMs, such as particles or liquid metals are investigated [50; 51].
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2.4 Particle receiver

As described in the section above, particle receivers are currently in development for high temperature CSP plants. In this section the particle properties and the general design of falling particle receivers are explained. In particular, the centrifugal particle receiver CentRec, developed at the DLR, is presented.

2.4.1 Particle properties

As ceramic bauxite particles are used in the industry (gas and oil production), they are available in large quantities and are expected to have low costs [52] [53]. Moreover, these nearly black ceramic particles present good optical absorption properties over the solar radiation spectrum and are thermally stable up to 1000 °C [54]. This offers the possibility of high process temperatures and therefore, high process efficiencies. As the particles have high heat capacities and are suitable for storage, the use of the particles not only as HTM, but also as SM, gives the opportunity to produce electricity additionally during the night and reach higher efficiencies. In comparison to molten salt, the transport of particles is simpler and their usability does not depend on the temperature. The particles can be carried mechanically or pneumatically and there is no need for additional pipe heating to avoid solidification at lower temperatures.

2.4.2 Falling particle receiver

The most common particle receiver is the falling particle receiver, in which a falling particle film absorbs the concentrated solar radiation directly. An exemplary particle fall film receiver concept is shown in figure 2.2. Here, the receiver is built as a face-down cavity receiver, so that the aperture of the receiver faces the ground. With this receiver configuration, the convection losses are reduced without the necessity for covering the aperture with a window [55]. The cavity design also diminishes the receiver losses due to reflection, because part of the reflected radiation is absorbed by the particles inside the cavity receiver. Whereas the particle film in the centrifugal particle receiver CentRec, cf. section 2.4.3, is mostly optically opaque, the one in a falling particle receiver is often optically translucent. Consequently, the uncovered parts of the receiver are irradiated and heated up as well, leading to lower receiver efficiencies.

Recirculation and therefore, higher particle mass flows resulting in more opaque particle curtains are investigated to increase the receiver efficiency. Furthermore, the residence time of the particles in falling particle receivers is defined by their velocity of fall. This is the maximum time, that the particles are irradiated by the concentrated sunlight. In order to reach the requested outlet temperature, the particles might need to pass through the receiver several times. Due to reduced reflection losses in the face-down cavity receiver the recirculation is able to increases the receiver efficiency up to 92% [55].
Besides the fall film receiver, there are other downflow particle receiver concepts, such as the choked-flow and the centrifugal particle receiver. Moreover, there are horizontal fluidized bed particle receivers and upflow particle receiver concepts, such as the spiral particle receiver, the upflow fluidized particle in tube receiver and the fluidized bed particle air receiver. Detailed descriptions of these concepts can be found in the comprehensive review of Jiang et al. \[56\].

In the scope of this thesis an optical system is developed and optimized to investigate the particle motion in the centrifugal particle receiver CentRec, whose principal function and set up is described in the following section.

**2.4.3 Particle receiver CentRec**

The centrifugal particle receiver CentRec, was developed at the DLR and patented in 2010 \[57\]. To demonstrate proof of concept of the CentRec, a prototype in laboratory scale (15 kW\(_{th}\)) was designed and tested. The feasibility was proven by experimental studies resulting in an outlet temperature of 900°C and a predicted receiver efficiency of > 85% under full-load conditions \[20, 58, 59\]. Subsequently, the receiver was upscaled and a prototype (2.5 MW\(_{th}\)) was fabricated \[60\] and tested with infrared heaters \[61\]. First on-sun tests have been conducted in the Juelich Solar Tower. The maximum measured temperature on the receiver outlet was 775°C, while temperatures above 900°C were achieved inside the receiver. However, the heliostat field at the Solar Tower Juelich is not designed for small, high flux density receivers. Hence, the spillage is very high in experiments with the CentRec and the highest flux density reachable in tests is 500 kWm\(^{-2}\) \[62\]. Further tests targeting receiver outlet temperatures up to 900°C are conducted successfully resulting in a maximum average receiver outlet temperature of 965°C \[63\].

In the following, the principal assembly of the CentRec is explained. Furthermore, the particle motion in the receiver is described in detail.
Assembly of the receiver

Figure 2.3 shows the design principle of the receiver.

![Diagram of the centrifugal particle receiver](image)

Figure 2.3: Design principal of the centrifugal particle receiver CentRec [20]

Principally, the centrifugal particle receiver consists of a cylindrical cavity and a feeding cone with particle inlet. The inclination angle of the rotating receiver can be varied. The cold particles are fed into the feeding cone, which is constituted of an inner and an outer cone and 32 fins [60]. Thus, the feeding cone has 32 chambers, where the particles are accelerated to the intended circumferential speed. Acceleration is necessary to secure, that the particles are pressed to the inner receiver wall and driven by gravitational forces, they slowly move downwards in axial direction instead of falling through the receiver. Other design options for the particle inlet, such as a bent pipe pouring the particles into the receiver, are currently under investigation. The aim of optimizing the particle inlet is to reach a uniformly and opaque particle film on the receiver wall and reduce the loss of particles. After entering the cylindrical cavity, the centrifugal force presses the particles to the inner receiver wall, where an opaque particle film is formed in such a way, that the entire circumference is covered by particles. Concentrated solar radiation incides into the aperture of the receiver and directly heats up the particles, resulting in an axial temperature gradient in the particle film. A collector ring at the bottom of the receiver collects the hot particles and afterwards, these particles are transported to either the particle heat exchanger connected the power block or the storage, cf. figure 2.4. The inclination angle of the rotating receiver can be varied from 0 to 90° to the horizontal plane, whereas 90° is related to the face-down receiver position with horizontal aperture and 0° corresponds to a horizontal receiver alignment with vertical aperture. [58]

The residence time and the particle film thickness and therefore, the particle outlet temperature is adjustable with the rotational speed and the mass flow. This is one of the major advantages of the centrifugal particle receiver compared to other particle receivers, e.g. falling particle film receivers. A controllable and constant outlet temperature is essential for the downstream processes, that use the captured solar energy. Inclination of the receiver reduces convective losses and the cavity effect
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diminishes the radiation losses, resulting in possible thermal receiver efficiencies up to 90% [58].

Particle motion

As the properties of the particle film (shape, particle form and material, thickness) are crucial for the performance of the receiver, a more detailed look into the particle motion in the centrifugal particle receiver is presented. Furthermore, one main task of this thesis is the development of an image processing code to investigate the particle motion in the receiver in order to validate a numerical DEM (discrete element method) model in the future. For this purpose, possible validation parameters are proposed.

The particle motion in the rotating receiver is dominated by gravitational and centrifugal forces. If the inclination angle is set to 90° (face-down receiver position), resulting in a vertical rotational axis of the receiver, the alignment of both forces is constant over the whole circumference during one turn. On the contrary, other inclination angles of the centrifugal receiver lead to periodical changes in the vectorial force resulting from the superposition of gravitational and centrifugal force. [60; 61] Figure 2.4a shows this resulting force for two different particle positions on the circumference of the receiver.

If the particle is located in the lower half of the receiver, a part of the centrifugal force and a part of the gravitational force are acting in the same direction and the particles are pushed against the receiver wall (long blue arrow). This collaboration of the forces results in the stop of the particle motion, why this part of the receiver wall is called stand-still zone, as shown in figure 2.4b. Conversely, in the upper part of the receiver, a part of the centrifugal force and a part of the gravitational force counteract and the particles are not pushed against the wall very strongly (short blue arrow in figure 2.4a). Consequently, the particles are able to move. The part of the receiver wall, in which the
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particles move, is called moving zone, as shown in figure 2.4b. Additionally, the axial component of the gravitational force causes the particle movement towards the receiver aperture. The particle movement is observed to be stepwise during each turn. As shown in figure 2.4b, the width of the moving zone depends on the rotational speed. The higher the rotational speed is, the narrower the moving zone is and consequently, the smaller the axial step of the particles per receiver turn is. This results from the stronger centrifugal force due to higher rotational speed. The resistance time of the particles in the receiver can be controlled by the rotational speed and with the regulation of the mass flow entering the receiver, the required outlet temperatures can be achieved under any load condition.

One important parameter is the thickness of the particle film on the receiver wall. To avoid high temperature gradients between the different particle layers and reach optimum thermal efficiency, it should be as thin as possible, while still guaranteeing an opaque particle film to prevent the heating up of the receiver wall, respectively the stationary base layer of particles on the receiver wall. This base layer is constructed to achieve the same friction coefficient between the moving particles and the wall (base layer) as between the particles of two moving layers. Therefore, sliding of particles at lower rotational speed and accumulation, followed by avalanching of the particles at higher rotational speed, are avoided and a constant particle movement is enabled instead. The stationary base layer consists of particles, which are stuck in a wire mesh point-welded onto the inner receiver wall. Thicker films cause higher temperature gradients between the particle layers and consequently, lower average receiver outlet temperatures of the particles compared to the peak film temperature. Therefore, the residence time of the particles in the receiver is increased for thicker films leading to significantly higher temperatures of the surface particle layer. The resulting raised radiation losses cause lower receiver efficiencies.

The particle motion directly impacts the receiver performance and it is important to understand and characterize the movement of a single particle in the particle film relatively to its neighbors, e.g. mixing in all directions (radial, tangential and axial). In order to do so, a numerical model, based on the discrete element method, is developed. For the validation of the developed DEM-model, experimental results are necessary. In the following, possible validation parameters are suggested and a concise description of them is given.

- **Axial step size:**
  How far do particles move in axial direction per turn depending on the mass flow and the rotational speed.

- **Width of the moving zone:**
  How wide is the moving zone depending on mass flow and the rotational speed.

- **Sampling rate:**
  How often do particles emerge and sink per turn or per square meter depending on the mass flow and the rotational speed.

Figure 2.5 shows one expected trajectory of a tracer during one turn of the receiver and illustrates the proposed validation parameters axial step size and width of the moving zone.
The black circles illustrate the positions of detected tracers in frames of different time steps. The blue dotted part of the tracer trajectory describes the moving zone, cf. figure 2.4b. To obtain the necessary experimental results, an optical system and associated image processing codes are developed and optimized in the scope of this thesis. The methodology and results of stationary pre-tests to optimize the set up of the optical system, that in the future shall be used in the investigation of the particle motion in the receiver, are presented in section 3.3. In the following sections, optical basics and fundamentals of camera calibration are explained.

### 2.5 Optical basics

The field of view (FOV) of a camera is the total picture area of a picture taken with the camera. Its size depends on the camera’s angle of view in horizontal and vertical direction. It can be indicated in pixel size or as area in terms of object size (metric system). In the second case, the distance between camera and object is of importance, because the metric size of one pixel depends on this distance and the selected resolution of the camera for recording videos, respectively taking pictures.

The so called region of interest (ROI) is the part of the camera’s FOV, that contains the interesting information and therefore, is cut out for further examination in the image processing.

Color spaces are used to model colors in pictures quantitatively and represent them by specific tuplets of numbers, often triplets. In the scope of this thesis, two different color models are utilized, the RGB color model and the HSV color model.

The RGB color model is generally well known as it is used in most of the image processing and graphic programs. Moreover, it provides the basis for the color display in electronic devices, such as computers, digital cameras and scanners, as well as in the saving process of image files. The RBG color model is an additive color model, as each color is generated by a specific combination of the three primary colors red (R), green (G) and blue (B). Therefore, in the RGB color model colors are represented by triplets in the form of (R, G, B). The values for R, G and B are always positive and their upper limit is defined by a maximum value. As the most digital images are 8 bit images, this
maximum is set to 255. However, the components of the RBG triplets are often normalized, resulting in values between 0 and 1 for each of the component R, G, and B. In the RGB color model, black is expressed by the triplet (0, 0, 0) and white is represented by the triplet (1, 1, 1).\[64\ \[65\] Similar to the RGB color model, the HSV color model represents colors by triplets (H, S, V), meaning hue (H), saturation (S) and value (V). Thereby, hue describes the position in the color spectrum and is relatively independent of the brightness of the color. The normalized values of the H component are between 0 and 1. For all shades of gray, the hue component is not defined. The saturation can be indicated in terms of percent or normalized to values between 0 and 1. A saturation value of 1 corresponds to vibrant colors. Lower values of the saturation result in less intense colors. All shades of gray, including white and black, have saturation values of 0. The third component of the HSV color model represents the brightness of the color with normalized values between 0 (very bright) and 1 (dark). In consequence, the HSV color model describes the color white by the triplet (-, 0, 1) and the color black by (-, 0, 0). As in the HSV color model the color tone is only defined by the first component, its application is very advantageous for image segmentation by color. Compared to the RGB color model, the HSV model is based on the human color recognition and therefore more intuitive.\[65\]

2.6 Camera calibration

Camera models describe the correlation between coordinates of points in the three-dimensional space and their projected points on the image plane of the camera\[66\]. The basis for mathematically describing cameras is the ideal pinhole camera model\[67\]. As the ideal pinhole camera has no lens, this model does not consider any distortion caused by camera lenses. To model the camera used in the scope of this thesis, the pinhole camera model has to be extended by modeling parameters for lens distortion\[68\]. Figure 2.6a illustrates the ideal pinhole camera model.

(a) Ideal pinhole camera model, adapted from\[69\]

(b) Different coordinate systems and their relation, adapted from\[70\]

Figure 2.6: Fundamentals of camera modelling

In the ideal pinhole camera, a pinhole C in focal plane F, which is at a fixed distance f, called the focal length, allows light rays, reflected or emitted by an object, e.g. point M in figure 2.6a, to impinge on the image plane I. Thereby, it is assumed, that the light can reach the image plane only through the
pinhole. The optical axis is the line perpendicular to the image plane \( I \). The intersection point of the optical axis with the focal plane is called optical center \( C \) and the point, where the optical axis intersects the image plane \( I \), is called the principal point \( c \). In a real camera the lens is located in the optical center and the housing prevents the image plane from light rays inciding from other directions, than through the lens. The result of the perspective projection, meaning the projection of points in the 3D space to an image plane without considering any effects of real cameras, such as blurring of unfocused objects or lens distortion, is an inverted image of the object on the image point. \[69\]

Camera models use three different coordinate systems: the world coordinates (3D), the camera coordinates (3D) and the pixel coordinates in the image plane (2D). Figure 2.6b shows the relation between these different coordinate systems. Any point in the world coordinate system is represented by a triplet of coordinates. Point \( M \) in figure 2.6a is therefore described with \([X, Y, Z]^T\). The extrinsic parameters correlate the world coordinates to the camera coordinates. The origin of the camera coordinate system is in the optical center \( C \) on the focal plane. Points in the camera coordinate system have the same structure as points in word coordinates, a triplet of coordinates to describe one point. With the intrinsic parameters of the camera, the camera coordinates are converted to pixel coordinates. The pixel coordinate system often originates in the upper left corner of the image. The projection of point \( M \) results in point \( m \) on the image plane, represented by \([x, y]^T\). \[69; 70\]

With equation 2.1 the position of one point \( m = [x, y]^T \), projected onto the image plane in the pixel coordinate system, can be calculated from the position of the original point \( M = [X, Y, Z]^T \) in the world coordinate system \[67\].

\[
sm = A[R \ t]M \tag{2.1}
\]

\( A \) is the camera intrinsic matrix, which is explained in section 2.6.2. \( R \) and \( t \) are extrinsic parameters for rotation and translation, as discussed in section 2.6.1 and \( s \) is an arbitrary scale factor \[67\]. According to the definition of the perspective projection, all points in the world coordinate system are projected onto the image plane. Therefore, all points are located in the same image plane, resulting in a fixed value of the z component of the projected points. By defining \( s \) in equation 2.1 to \( s = 1/z \) and assigning the value one to the constant z coordinate, the projected point \( m \) is defined as shown in equation 2.2. \[71\]

\[
m = \begin{bmatrix} x \\ y \\ 1 \end{bmatrix} \tag{2.2}
\]

The developed Python code used in the calibration procedure to determine the camera parameters (cf. section 3.4), is based on the ideal pinhole camera model. Additional parameters to describe and minimize the distortion in the pictures \[72\], are explained in section 2.6.3. In the tracer tracking algorithm, cf. section 4.2, the determination of the centers of gravity of the detected tracers and the consequential neighbor search are important steps of the image processing, which need the capability of good measurement of distances in the image. Therefore, the correction of lens distortion in the pictures is of crucial importance to reduce errors in the tracking resulting from false determination of the tracers’ position. In the scope of camera calibration, intrinsic and extrinsic parameters \[73\] and distortion coefficients are estimated. In the following each of these parameters is explained in detail.
2.6.1 Extrinsic parameters

As shown in figure 2.6b, the extrinsic parameters covert the three dimensional position and orientation of a point in the world coordinate system into the camera coordinate system and vice versa [73]. For a certain position of the camera in the world coordinate system, the camera coordinate system is fixed relatively to this position of the camera. Therefore, the extrinsic parameters have to be determined experimentally according to each experimental set up of the camera and the object to be recorded.

In the ideal pinhole camera model, the extrinsic parameters consist of the 3 x 3 rotation matrix $\mathbf{R}$ and the translation vector $\mathbf{t} = [t_x, t_y, t_z]^T$. The rigid body (Euclidean) transformation between the two cartesian coordinate systems (world and camera) considers rotation and translation and can be described mathematically with equation 2.3 [73].

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
X_c \\
Y_c \\
Z_c
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\mathbf{R} 
\begin{bmatrix}
X \\
Y \\
Z
\end{bmatrix}
+ \mathbf{t} 
$$

(2.3)

2.6.2 Intrinsic parameters

The intrinsic camera matrix $\mathbf{A}$ includes the focal lengths $f_x$ and $f_y$ and the pixel coordinates of the optical center $C_x$ and $C_y$, located in the image plane, cf. figure 2.6a. In the parameter $q$ any possible skew between the sensor axes and the optical axis, arising from inaccurate mounting of the sensor perpendicular to the optical axis of the camera, can be considered in the camera model. In the scope of this thesis, this effect is negligible and the parameter is considered to be zero. Equation 2.4 shows the structure of the camera matrix used in the intrinsic model to transform the camera coordinates to pixel coordinates. [71]

$$
\mathbf{A} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
f_x & q & C_x \\
0 & f_y & C_y \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(2.4)

With the defined extrinsic and intrinsic parameters and the ideal pinhole camera model (equation 2.1), the pixel coordinates of the ideal projected point $\mathbf{m}$ on the image plane can be calculated. As in this linear projection no distortion is considered, the camera model has to be extended by distortion coefficients, which describe and compensate the distortion. These coefficients are described in the next section.

2.6.3 Distortion coefficients

Using correction functions $\Delta x$ and $\Delta y$, the distortion, leading to the deviation between the ideal projection point $[x_{id}, y_{id}]^T$ and the real (distorted) normalized pixel coordinates of the projected point on the image plane $[x_d, y_d]^T$, is added to the pinhole model explained before, resulting in equation 2.5 [67].

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
x_d \\
y_d
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
x_{id} \\
y_{id}
\end{bmatrix}
+ 
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta x \\
\Delta y
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(2.5)

Deviations between the image points and the ideal image points have different causes, such as radial-symmetric (short: radial) distortion, tangential distortion or affinity and shear [74]. The correction
functions for affinity and shear include the deviations resulting from non orthogonal coordinate axes or non uniform scaling of the coordinate axes to the distortion model. As the impact of affinity and shear is negligibly small compared to the radial and the tangential distortion, their correction function is not considered in the scope of this thesis. Therefore, a suitable accurate camera model is used, including the correction functions for radial and tangential distortion [68].

Figure 2.7 shows the displacement of image points caused by radial and tangential distortion (figure 2.7a) and illustrates the resulting distortion of an image due to radial (figure 2.7b) and tangential distortion (figure 2.7c).

In most of the cases, the radial distortion is more distinct than tangential distortion. For good quality lenses the impact of radial distortion can be up to 10 times greater than the one of tangential distortion [74]. The effect of distortion is expressed with the correction functions $\Delta x_{\text{rad}}, \Delta y_{\text{rad}}$ and $\Delta x_{\text{tan}}, \Delta y_{\text{tan}}$ for the radial and the tangential distortion each and shown in equation 2.6 [71, 76] and equation 2.7 [74, 76].

$$\Delta x_{\text{rad}} = x(1 + k_1 r^2 + k_2 r^4 + k_3 r^6)$$
$$\Delta y_{\text{rad}} = y(1 + k_1 r^2 + k_2 r^4 + k_3 r^6)$$

(2.6)

$$\Delta x_{\text{tan}} = p_1 (r^2 + 2x^2) + 2p_2 xy$$
$$\Delta y_{\text{tan}} = p_2 (r^2 + 2y^2) + 2p_1 xy$$

(2.7)

with $r^2 = x^2 + y^2$

Commonly, the radial distortion is approached by a polynomial series, in which $k_n$ represent the radial distortion coefficients [76]. For most of the camera lenses, only the first two or three coefficients are needed to model the radial distortion sufficiently accurate [74].

Radial distortion is originated in imperfect lens shapes and is visible in the form of curved lines as projection of straight lines [75]. Decreasing magnification with increasing distance between the projection of an object and the principal point on the image plane, is called negative radial distortion.
or barrel distortion (figure 2.7b, dashed line 1). Straight lines appear curved out in the image plane. On the contrary, increasing magnification with increasing distance between object and optical axis, is named positive radial distortion or pincushion (figure 2.7b, dashed line 2). The projection of straight lines occurs bowed inwards. [77]

The maximum of radial distortion occurs at the image edges and the resulting deviation is symmetric to the point in which the projection ray and the image plane are perpendicular to each other (principal point), cf. figure 2.6 [78].

Misalignment of the individual lens centers and decentering of the lenses within the camera objective result in tangential distortion, described by the parameters $p_1$ and $p_2$. In the determination of the tangential distortion coefficients the maximum tangential distortion is considered, cf. figure 2.7c.

In the scope of this thesis, the following distortion coefficients are determined experimentally during the calibration, cf. section 3.4 and are used to undistort the frames in the recorded videos to generate corrected data for the tracer tracking algorithm and the determination of the film thickness, cf. section 4.1. As explained above, $k_1$, $k_2$ and $k_3$ are the coefficients for radial distortion and $p_1$ and $p_2$ are the ones considering the tangential distortion, cf. equation 2.8. Because these parameters can be assigned to a physical meaning, they are called physical camera parameters [68].

$$\text{distortion coefficients} = \begin{pmatrix} k_1 & k_2 & p_1 & p_2 & k_3 \end{pmatrix}$$

(2.8)

In wide-angle or fisheye cameras, such as GoPros, the distortion arising from the lenses is extremely distinct. In these cameras the camera’s FOV is enlarged by the use of multiple sequential lenses and therefore, they are often not described sufficiently accurate with a camera model based on the ideal pinhole camera. As in the scope of this thesis, the distance between the camera lens and an object is kept below 200 mm, the effect of the wide-angle effect is not very distinct. Thus, the resulting deviation in the object size, originating from the distortion, is smaller than in pictures taken from further distances. When taking pictures from close distances between the camera and the object, it is assumed, that the deviation between the undistorted pictures, using camera calibration parameters based on the pinhole camera model, and the pictures undistorted with camera parameters estimated for a wide-angle camera, is small. As the camera model for wide-angle cameras is much more complex and time consuming, the camera calibration for estimating the GoPros’ camera parameters is done using a modified pinhole camera model including the distortion coefficients. This is an approach, which can also be found in other applications [79].
3 Experiments

This chapter contains a detailed description of the materials used in the experiments, conducted in the scope of this thesis, and explains the procedure of particle characterization, including particle size distribution (PSD) and static angle of repose and their results. Furthermore, the methods and results of the optical design optimization as well as the results of the camera calibration are presented and discussed.

3.1 Material

In this section the materials used in the experiments are listed and their properties are described in detail.

3.1.1 Particles

The particles used in the experiments, Proppants 16/30 Sintered Bauxite, are distributed by Saint-Gobain (SG). According to the manufacturer the main diameter is 0.971 mm and the sphericity calculated following Krumbein & Sloss [80] is 0.9. The PSD provided by Saint-Gobain states that 86% of the SG particle diameters are between 0.841 and 1.19 mm. The particles are made of Bauxite (CAS number: 1318-16-7), which is a mineral hydrated form of aluminum hydroxide. The color of the particles is tan to reddish-brown. [81] The initial boiling point is 2980 °C [81], the absorption coefficient lies between 0.8 and 0.9 [58; 82] and the specific heat capacity is about 1100 J/(kg K) [58]. Thus, the SG particles are an excellent HTM for CSP particle receivers. The characteristic parameters of the SG particles are summarized in table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Characteristic parameters of the SG particles [83] and the tracers [84]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Proppants 16/30 Sintered Bauxite</th>
<th>SAZ - ER120S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Saint-Gobain</td>
<td>Mühlmeier Mahltechnik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Aluminum hydroxide</td>
<td>Zirconium mixed oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main diameter</td>
<td>0.971 mm</td>
<td>0.8 - 1.25 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific weight</td>
<td>3.49 g/cm³</td>
<td>3.8 g/cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk density</td>
<td>2.02 g/cm³</td>
<td>2.3 g/cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphericity</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>&gt; 0.7 (95% of the tracer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the determination of SG particles’ PSD is presented and discussed in section 3.2.1. The experimentally determined angle of repose is 27°, cf. section 3.2.2.
3.1.2 Tracers

The tracers used to track the particle movement in the centrifugal receiver are chosen in a way that the flow properties are as similar as possible to the ones of the SG particles. Thus, it is possible to conclude the flow regime of the continuum directly from the tracer movement. The tracers, SAZ-Perlen ER120 S 0.8 - 1.25 mm ZrO$_2$, are provided by Mühlmeier Mahltechnik [84] and the color of the tracers is white to achieve a high contrast compared to the brownish SG particles. As shown in table 3.1, the specific weight and the bulk density of the tracers are less than 15\% higher than the ones of the SG particles. The determined PSD is presented and discussed in section 3.2.1. The experimentally determined angle of repose is 22.2\°, cf. section 3.2.2.

3.1.3 Camera

The purpose of the camera is to record the moving particles in the receiver. Important parameters for the selection of the camera and the recording mode are the frame frequency, the resolution and the size of the field of view. The camera used in the experiments is a GoPro HERO3+ Silver. The camera’s angle of view is 90\° in horizontal and 100\° in vertical direction, respectively. The camera takes color photos and has the ability to record videos or take photos with adjustable resolution, frame frequency and size of the FOV. For the purpose of the experiments in the scope of this thesis, the following camera settings are chosen:

- video resolution of 1080p, which corresponds to a screen resolution of 1920x1080 pixels
- frame frequency of 60fps
- narrow FOV

To start and stop recording during future experiments in the receiver, the camera can be connected to a SmartRemote 2.0 via WiFi.

3.1.4 Illumination

The purpose of the illumination is to illuminate the region of interest in the FOV of the camera. In general, strobe lights offer brighter illumination than permanent ones. However, a strobe light can not be used, because the shutter signal of the GoPro camera is not accessible and therefore, it is not possible to synchronize the camera’s exposure time and the flashing of the illumination. LED lights, which are often used in machine vision because of their multiple advantages like fast response, long lifetime, high output stability and their mechanical resistance [85], are selected as luminant. The illumination used for tracking the tracers is the FLDL-i70A white direct ring light from FALCON illumination. For the measurement of the film thickness the FLDL-i86x15 white bar light from FALCON illumination is used. The important characteristics of the illuminations are listed in table 3.2. The illumination is chosen after conducting several stationary tests, which are explained in section 3.3.1 along with the discussion of the results.
Table 3.2: Characteristic parameters of the illuminations [86, 87]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Illumination tracer tracking</th>
<th>Illumination film thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLDL-i70A</td>
<td>FALCON illumination</td>
<td>FALCON illumination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturer</td>
<td>Direct ring light</td>
<td>Bar light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color of light</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>Ø70.0x22.5 mm</td>
<td>17.5x94.5x20.0 mm (WxLxH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luminant</td>
<td>LED</td>
<td>LED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illumination area</td>
<td>Ø65mm</td>
<td>86x15 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.5 Laser

The laser will be used in the image processing to determine the angular position of the camera for each frame. The laser will be mounted onto the stationary part of the receiver outlet so that the laser always focuses the same spot on the receiver wall. The dot laser, FP-D-520-1-C-F, is provided by Laser Components GmbH. The wavelength of the light is 520 nm, which corresponds to green light. [88]

3.2 Particle characterization

This section includes the description and the results of the particle characterization. To characterize the particles, the PSD and static angle of repose is experimentally determined.

3.2.1 Particle size distribution: sieving analysis

There are different approaches to determine the PSD of a particle collective. It is distinguished between optical and mechanical methods [89]. The sieving analysis is an accurate, simple, cheap and frequently used mechanical method to determine the PSD of a particle collective [90]. The sieving analysis provides more accurate results for increasing sphericity of the particles examined. Alternatively, there are optical methods, such as the laser diffraction spectroscopy. However, in the scope of this thesis, the sieving analysis is selected for the geometric characterization of the SG particles and tracers, as the sphericity of the SG particles is very high [91].

The sieving analysis is an important characterization method for particle collectives. It determines the mass fraction of particular particle size intervals defined by two different mesh sizes of sieves. There are several procedures depending on the fracture opening of the sieves. Typical fracture openings of the sieves are between 5 µm and 125 mm. For small particle sizes (5 µm - 25 mm) wet sieving is advantageous. For particle mixtures with a narrow particle size distribution between 20 µm and 500 µm air jet sieving is a good option. [89]

As described in section 3.1.1 the particle used within the scope of this thesis are assumed to have a nominal diameter of around 1 mm [83]. Therefore, the vibration sieving, which is suitable for particles in the range of 90 µm - 125 mm, is used to determine the PSD. The result of the sieving analysis is a discrete mass distribution, whose resolution depends on the number of sieves and the differences in
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mesh size between the sieves. The principal assembly of the vibration sieving analysis used in this thesis is shown in figure 3.1.

1: Mechanical or electromagnetic shaker
2: Spring-mounted plate
3: Sieve assembly
4: Holding structure
5: Sieve pan
6: Sieve
7: Cover

Figure 3.1: Principal assembly of a vibration sieving analysis apparatus [89]

The sieves (6) with different mesh size are stacked on top of each other, with increasing mesh size from the bottom to the top. All sieves are placed in a holding structure (4) and covered on top (7). Below the lowest sieve a sieve pan (5) is located to collect the small particles, which are not sorted out in the sieves. All described components are placed onto a plate (2), that is spring-mounted on a mechanical or electromagnetic shaker (1). The duration and the intensity in terms of amplitude and acceleration of the vibrational motion can be adjusted, e.g. when using more sieves and/or finer meshes in order to increase the resolution of the PSD. [89]

Before starting the sieving analysis, the total mass of the particles is measured. Subsequently, the particles are poured into the most upper sieve and the shaker is switched on. The particles are separated by their size of diameter. Whether a particle is able to move onto the lower next sieve, depends on the ration between their diameter and the mesh size of the sieve on which the separation takes place. If the particles are much smaller than the mesh size, they can easily pass through the sieve, independent of their rotational orientation. If the particles are much bigger than the mesh size, they stuck on the surface of the sieve. The closer the ratio between particle diameter and mesh size is to one, the more complicated and slower the separation on the surface of the sieve becomes. In this case, the success of the separation strongly depends on the shape of the particles. If they are not perfectly spherical, the orientation is of crucial importance and the duration and intensity of shaking has to be adjusted in a way, that the particles have the possibility to reach the sieve holes several times with different orientation. During the sieving analysis particles, having nearly the same diameter as the mesh size of the sieve, may cause plugging of the sieve holes. Thus, the shaking of the sieves must be intense and long enough to loosen the stuck particles out of the sieves. [89]

In the scope of this thesis, the vibrations sieving is carried out with 15 different sieve sizes from 1.8 mm to 0.071 mm. The sizes of the sieves used are the following: 1.8, 1.7, 1.18, 1.12, 1.0, 0.9, 0.85, 0.8, 0.71, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.071 mm. The duration of the vibration is set to ten minutes to enable the particles to accumulate in the adequate sieve [89]. As a result of some pre-tests the frequency of the vibration is set to 70 Hz and the amount of particles poured in is chosen as 500 g.

The mass fraction for each sieve size \( w_n \) is calculated with equation 3.1.

\[
w_n = \frac{m_n}{m} \quad \text{with} \quad m = \sum_{n=1}^{N} m_n
\]  

(3.1)
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To reduce statistical errors the sieving analysis is conducted three times and the mean value is calculated for each sieve size. Assuming that the measured values are samples of the entire population, the standard deviation $\sigma$ for each sieve size is determined with equation 3.2

$$\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{N}{N-1} \sum_{n=1}^{N} (w_n - \mu)^2} \quad \text{with} \quad \mu = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

The PSD is obtained for the SG particles and for the tracers and compared to the specification of the manufacturer and to each other. The discrete particle size distribution is plotted as a histogram \[92\]. In order to do so, the mean distribution density $q_3(x_i)$ for each sieve size interval $\Delta x_i$ is calculated with equation 3.3

$$q_3(x_i) = \frac{\bar{w}_i}{\Delta x_i} \quad \text{with} \quad \Delta x_i = x_i - x_{i-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

The cumulative distribution $Q_3(x_i)$ is determined with equation 3.4 and displays the percentage of SG particles, respectively tracers, with diameters smaller than $x_i$.

$$Q_3(x_i) = \sum_{n=1}^{i} w_n \times 100 \%$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

To compare the particle size distribution of the SG particles and the tracers, the median diameter and its standard deviation are calculated as well as the $q_{90,3}$. This value represents the lower limit of the 90 wt% percentile, which implies that 10 wt% of the SG particles or tracers have a diameter that is smaller than this value.

**PSD of the SG particles**

The discrete particle size distribution of the SG particles is shown in figure 3.2 on the primary axis. The width of the bars is defined by the difference in mesh size of two consecutive sieves. The vertical red lines illustrate the standard deviations. On the secondary axis the cumulative distribution is displayed in green.
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Figure 3.2: Particle size distribution of the SG particles determined by sieving analysis

The mean diameter of the SG particles is 0.967 mm and the calculated standard deviation is 0.013 mm. This value matches the specification of the manufacturer (main diameter 0.971 mm, [83]). The percental deviation between the measured mean diameter and the specification of the manufacturer is 0.36%. 90 wt% of the particles have a diameter greater than 0.798 mm and 86.9 wt% of the particle diameters are between 0.8 and 1.18 mm. This result corresponds to the specification of the manufacturer, according to which 86% of the particles have a diameter between 0.841 and 1.19 mm [83].

Since only 61 wt% of the particles have a diameter between 0.9 and 1.12 mm, the assumption of one single diameter in the numerical model should be revised. The results of the SG particles’ PSD indicate, that a PSD instead of a single particle diameter should be used in the numerical simulation to improve the accuracy of the model.

PSD of the tracers

On the primary axis in figure 3.3 the discrete particle size distribution of the tracers is displayed. Analogue to figure 3.2, the width of the bars is defined by the difference in mesh size of two consecutive sieves and the vertical red lines illustrate the standard deviations. The cumulative distribution of the tracer diameters is shown on secondary axis in green.
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Figure 3.3: Particle size distribution of the tracers determined by sieving analysis

The mean diameter of the tracers is 0.983 mm and the calculated standard deviation is 0.008 mm. According to the manufacturer, the tracer diameter is between 0.8 and 1.25 mm [84]. The results of the sieving analysis show, that 97.91 wt% tracer diameters are between 0.8 and 1.18 mm and 90 wt% of the tracers have a diameter greater than 0.853 mm.

The mean diameter of the tracers is slightly greater than the one of the SG particles. The absolute deviation between the mean diameter of the tracers and the one of the SG particles is 0.016 mm, corresponding to 1.6% of the mean SG particle diameter. This result justifies the assumption, that the tracers’ effect on the flow characteristics of the particle film in the receiver is negligible. To strengthen this assumption, the angle of repose is measured for both the pure SG particles and a SG particle tracer mixture and then compared. The results are discussed in the following section.

3.2.2 Angle of repose

To characterize a bulk material, the angle of repose is an essential parameter, because it provides a good indication of flowability of granular material and it can be related to macroscopic bulk material phenomena, such as segregation, avalanching and stratification. Generally, the definition of the angle of repose depends on the application and the behavior of the material used [93]. One commonly used definition of the angle of repose is the angle between the surface of a pile under gravity and the horizontal plane at which no avalanches occur spontaneously [94]. There are two different types of angle of repose: static and dynamic. For the purpose of this thesis only the static angle of repose is determined. The aim of the determination of the angle of repose is to investigate the influence of the tracers on the fluid-like mechanical properties of the particle collective. The angle of repose of a SG particle tracer mixture with 5 wt% tracers is experimentally determined and compared to the one of the pure SG particle bulk material. Figure 3.4 shows the experimental assembly, that is used to determine the static angle of repose.
The material to be examined is filled into the fixed funnel (1). The funnel is mounted onto a holding structure (3), which places the outlet of the funnel directly above the center of a polyester ring (5). The polyester ring has a height of 20 mm and is placed on a white base plate (2). A digital camera, fixed to an adjustable tripod (6), is placed in front of the pile in a way, that the camera focuses the top of the pile. Black molton (4), respectively a white screen, is positioned behind the pile to increase the contrast and therefore, facilitate the image analysis. The images taken by the digital camera are evaluated by an online digitizer tool called WebPlotDigitizer [95] and a Matlab script. The WebPlotDigitizer is used to find and export the coordinates of points on the surface of the pile. Afterwards, the Matlab script reads the coordinates of the points describing the pile and divides the pile into two almost even parts. Subsequently, a polynomial fit of 4th order is used to describe the surface of the pile mathematically and a linear fit for each side of the pile is obtained. With the slope of the linear fit and the arctan function the static angle of repose is calculated for both sides of the pile. In figure 3.5 a cutout of a picture taken during the experiments with a SG particle tracer mixture (5 wt% tracer) is shown. Schematically the lines used in the calculation of the static angle are drawn.
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Figure 3.5: Cut out of a picture taken during the experiments with a SG particle tracer mixture (5 wt% tracer), schematic figure of the static angle of repose $\alpha_{stat}$

Since avalanches do not happen symmetrically, but one side at a time, the top of the pile is not in the center of the pile. Hence, the calculated angles for the right and the left side do not coincide and the angle of repose is assumed to be the arithmetic average of both. To diminish the statistical error, the measurement is conducted ten times, resulting in a total number of values of 20. As well as the mean angle of repose for each side, the average of all 20 determined angles of repose is calculated and listed in table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Angle of repose for pure SG particles, pure tracers and a SG particle tracer mixture (5 wt% tracer), averaging over 10 measurements each left and right

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collective</th>
<th>Left angle</th>
<th>Right angle</th>
<th>Average angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure SG particles</td>
<td>27.2875 ± 1.1869°</td>
<td>26.7572 ± 0.4981°</td>
<td>27.0224 ± 0.9025°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure tracers</td>
<td>21.7597 ± 0.4998°</td>
<td>22.5338 ± 0.6732°</td>
<td>22.1468 ± 0.6921°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 wt% tracer</td>
<td>26.0577 ± 0.4009°</td>
<td>25.9923 ± 0.7663°</td>
<td>26.0250 ± 0.5776°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mean angle of repose of the tracers is approximately 18% lower than the one of the SG particles. Since the intended mass fraction of the tracers is not higher than 5 wt%, this deviation is not expected to be significant. To verify this assumption, the angle of repose is not only determined for pure SG particles and pure tracers, but additionally for a SG particle tracer mixture. The mass fraction of the tracers is chosen to be 5 wt%. In the mass fraction range between 0 and 5 wt% a sufficiently high probability of having enough tracers in the FOV of the camera is assumed, so that the recognition of tracers is feasible.

As the angle of repose does not change significantly when adding a tracer mass fraction of 5 wt%, the influence of the tracer mass fraction on the fluid-like mechanical properties of the SG particle tracer mixture is assumed to be nearly invariable in the range of tracer mass fraction up to 5%. Thus, the tracer mass fraction is chosen in a way, that sufficient tracers are detected in the ROI of the picture. With a higher number of detected tracers, the computing time of picture processing increases and the tracking of the tracers becomes more complex due to a higher possibility of two or even more closely located tracers. If the tracers are too close to each other, the algorithm might merge them to one big tracer, which is then eliminated by the area filter in the tracking algorithm, cf. section 4.2.

Because the mean angle of repose of the SG particle tracer mixture with 5 wt% tracers is only 3.7%
lower than the one of the pure SG particles, tracer mass fractions up to 5 wt\% are considered to not significantly impact the flow properties of the particle collective in the receiver.

3.3 Optical design optimization

One purpose of this thesis is to select and optimize the illumination and the camera set up by conducting tests with a stationary SG particle tracer mixture. Furthermore, the image processing is examined and optimized during these tests.

3.3.1 Illumination

It is of crucial importance, that the illumination is bright and homogeneous. Overexposure, causing too bright pictures, and underexposure, resulting in too dark pictures, should be prevented, as objects in very bright or shadowy regions can not be recognised correctly. As luminant LED lights are chosen, as described in section 3.1.4. In the selection process of the illumination lights from various manufacturers with different shapes and light colors are compared to each other. The most important evaluation parameters are the homogeneity of the illumination, the mean pixel value of a white sheet and the difference between the pixel values of the tracers and SG particles. Moreover, the set up complexity and the costs are considered. The set up shown in figure 3.6 is used to compare the different illumination options.

![Schematic figure of the set up under the paper box](image1)

![Paper box covered with molton at the inner surface](image2)

Figure 3.6: Assembly of the test set up to choose the most suitable illumination

The illumination and the camera are mounted onto the silver item structure, cf. figure 3.6a. Using the flexible item structure, the distance between the camera, respectively the illumination, and the bottom, where a flat white bowl is placed, can be adjusted. The inner surface of the paper box is covered with black molton to minimize the reflection of light, cf. figure 3.6b. For the homogeneity tests a white sheet is placed in the bowl. The camera and the illumination are located at the same height and the black box is imposed on the system. All edges and slots are covered with extra molton,
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...in order to prevent ambient light from affecting the measurement. While recording, the illumination is switched on and off three times. The time between each switch off and the switch on is 30 seconds, the same as each exposure time. This procedure is conducted to eliminate inhomogeneities, that could occur shortly after switching on or off the illumination. To check the calculations of the FOV, cf. table 3.6 the white sheet in the setup is replaced by a grid with squares of 5 mm x 5 mm and the procedure is repeated as described above. To compare the effect of the different illuminations on the recognition of the tracer, a SG particle tracer mixture (1 wt% tracers) is poured into the bowl on the ground in a way, that an opaque particle film covers the bottom of the bowl. The film thickness is a few particles (1 - 4 particles), similar to the film thickness expected in the experiments in the receiver. In order to find the most suitable illumination, five different options are tested, compared and rated. The tested illumination and their characteristics are listed in table 3.4. A photo of each illumination can be found in Appendix A.1. The results of the illumination tests are discussed below and table 3.5 summarizes the results of the rating criteria used for the selection of the illumination.

Table 3.4: Tested illuminations and their specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbr.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Light color</th>
<th>Illumination area</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Data sheet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>14-14-Sled-2-Flat-VA-16w</td>
<td>planistar Lichttechnik GmbH</td>
<td>Area light</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>140x140 mm</td>
<td>659€</td>
<td>[96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>LED Spot5W-W</td>
<td>iiM AG</td>
<td>Spot light</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Adjustable, up to Ø250 mm at 250 mm work distance</td>
<td>580€</td>
<td>[97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>FLDL-i70A</td>
<td>FALCON illumination</td>
<td>Ring light</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Ø65 mm</td>
<td>450€</td>
<td>[86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>FLDL-i86x15</td>
<td>FALCON illumination</td>
<td>Bar light</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>86x15 mm</td>
<td>300€</td>
<td>[87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>FFPR-Si100-RGB</td>
<td>FALCON illumination</td>
<td>Ring light</td>
<td>Blue (470 nm)</td>
<td>Ø94.6 mm</td>
<td>725€</td>
<td>[98]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first image processing step of the videos taken during the tests is exporting each frame from the videos and selecting one representing frame for further analysis. As these tests are stationary, the position of the SG particles and tracers in the pictures should not change between different frames. To obtain a representative picture, a frame approximately 4 seconds after switching on the illumination is selected to avoid any initial illumination inhomogeneities. In the following, the selection parameters are discussed in detail. The parameters are: homogeneity of the illumination, brightness, difference between the pixel value of tracers and particles, set up complexity and price.
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Homogeneity

To compare the homogeneity of the different illuminations, the procedure described in section 3.3.1 is conducted with a white sheet. A Python code, cf. Appendix A.2, is created to evaluate the color value of each pixel. From the selected pictures the center region with a size of 50 mm x 50 mm is cut out, if possible, cf. table 3.6. For distances smaller than 100 mm, the cut out area is chosen as close as possible to this size. Therefore, the size of the cut out depends on the distance between the camera and the object. To cut out the right area size, the pictures of the grid are used to evaluate the pixel size for each distance between the camera and the particles. Furthermore, the pictures of the grids are utilized to review the size of the cut out. Optimization results regarding the distance between the camera and the particle collective are discussed in section 3.3.2. With equation 3.5, which is based on the color coding of analog television, the $RGB$ values of the pictures are converted to one gray level pixel value $g$.

$$g = 0.299 R + 0.587 G + 0.114 B$$

(3.5)

Each pixel value is stored into a matrix and saved to a text file. Furthermore, the minimum and the maximum pixel value and their difference are calculated. Additionally, the mean pixel value and its standard deviation as well as the median pixel value are calculated. For the calculation of the homogeneity equation 3.6 is used, in which $\bar{g}$ represents the mean pixel value and $\sigma$ the standard deviation of the mean pixel value.

$$\text{Homogeneity} = \frac{\bar{g} - \sigma}{\bar{g}} \times 100\%$$

(3.6)

These values are saved into a text file for easier comparison between the different illuminations. Moreover, a histogram showing the number of pixels for each pixel value from 0 to 255 is created and saved as plot and as text file. Figure 3.7 shows the colored plot of the pixel value for the non cut pictures (whole FOV of the camera) taken with different illuminations. The magenta square illustrates the cut out ROI (50 mm x 50 mm). The distance between the camera and the white sheet is always 135 mm.
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Figure 3.7: Pixel value illustration of a white sheet taken with different illuminations from 135 mm distance between the camera, respectively illumination, and the white sheet; the magenta square illustrates the cut out ROI (50 mm x 50 mm)

The color bar in figure 3.7a-3.7d is set from 90 (dark blue) to 200 (dark red). As white is represented in the gray level pictures with the value 255, the more red the pixels are, the higher the pixel value is and hence, the brighter the illumination is at this point. While the illuminations (F1, F2, L1, P1) used to take the pictures in figure 3.7a-3.7d are equipped with white light, the F3 illumination (figure 3.7e) supplies blue light. Thus, for illumination F3, the expected gray level pixel value of the white sheet is approximately 29, following equation 3.5. The color bar in figure 3.7e set from 0 (dark blue) to 110 (dark red), so that the range of the color bar is 110 in all five cases. The red area in the lower center of figure 3.7c shows, that illumination L1 is very bright in this area. The pixel value here is around 180. Considering the whole picture area, the outer edges are less bright (dark blue) and thus, the illumination, considering the total picture, is inhomogeneous. Cutting out the lower center as ROI for the picture processing would lead to higher homogeneity. However, mounting of
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this illumination in a way, that the homogeneous and bright spot area is always in the center of the picture and thereby, cut out as ROI in the image processing, is a quite complex task. The ranking considering the set up is discussed in section 3.3.1. Illuminations F1 and F2 offer a less bright light than illumination L1, but the homogeneity of the total picture is higher. In figure 3.7a and 3.7b only the upper edges are dark blue and the color range is not fully exploited. Illumination F3 (figure 3.7e) provides a quite homogeneous light, but compared to F1 the center of the illumination does not fit as adequately to the camera’s center. Illumination P1 (figure 3.7d) provides the most homogeneous light in the total FOV of the camera. Since only the ROI is cut out in the image processing, the homogeneity of the cut out area for each illumination is plotted against the distance between the camera and the white sheet, as shown in figure 3.8.

The plot shows that the area light P1 is the most homogeneous illumination. The homogeneity of this illumination is nearly independent of the distance between the camera and the white sheet and constantly above 98.7%. Likewise, the ring light F1 provides high homogeneities between 95.92% and 98.35%. With exception of the smallest distance (60 mm), the homogeneity increases with the distance between camera and object. This behavior is also observed for the bar light F2 and the spot light L1, but even more distinct. Except for the distance 80 mm and 135 mm, illumination F3 offers homogeneities above 90%. The deviation could result from misalignment of the centers of camera and illumination as seen in figure 3.7e. Illuminations L1 and F2 are equipped with smaller illumination areas, cf. table 3.4. Therefore, smaller distances between the illumination and the objects lead to less homogeneity in the ROI, because of the higher influence of less illuminated areas such as the edges. The further the distance between the illumination and the object is, the greater the illuminated area is and in conclusion, the higher the homogeneity becomes.

Figure 3.9 exemplary shows the FOV (total picture) and the cut out ROI (magenta square) for two different distances (50/60 mm and 200 mm) between the camera and a white sheet for illumination L1 (3.9a, 3.9b) and P1 (3.9c, 3.9d). In Appendix A.3 the analogue figures for illumination F1 (A.2a, A.2b), F2 (A.2c, A.2d) and F3 (A.2e, A.2f) are displayed.
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Figure 3.9: Pixel value illustration of a white sheet taken with different illuminations from 50/60 mm (left) and 200 mm (right) distance between the camera, respectively illumination, and the white sheet; the magenta square illustrates the cut out ROI

The influence of edge effects is not only depending on the distance between the illumination and the recorded object, but also on the shape and the size of the illuminated area of the illumination itself. The dark blue regions on the left and the right side of the pictures taken from 200 mm distance are the black molten inner lining of the box for the stationary test. The area light offers a relatively big illumination area and thus, even the edges of the picture taken from 60 mm are well illuminated, cf. figure 3.9c. Figure 3.9a shows, that for the spot light illumination L1 the distance between the camera and the recorded object is important due to the fact, that the illuminated region is divided in spheres with different intensity. With smaller distance, the ROI is a greater part of the FOV and therefore, the homogeneity of the illumination in the ROI is less. Further evaluation of the camera set up optimizing the distance between the camera and the particle film is discussed in section 3.3.2 and the ranking of the illuminations regarding the homogeneity is shown in table 3.5. Since the total energy of the light is constant, with a greater illuminated area the mean brightness of the illuminated area decreases. The result of the stationary tests regarding the brightness are discussed in the next section.

Brightness

The brightness of the illumination is reviewed using the mean pixel value of the cut out from the pictures (ROI) of a white sheet, cf. figure 3.7. Figure 3.10 shows the mean pixel value (gray scale) plotted against the distance between the camera, respectively the illumination, and the white sheet for the five different illuminations.
In the experiments a white sheet is used and thus, the expected values of the pixels in gray scale for white light illumination are around 200-255 and for the blue light illumination around 29. For illumination F3 (blue light) the calculated values correspond to the expected value, but for the other illuminations (white light), the calculated pixel values are between approximately 150 and 180 and therefore, lower than expected. As the same white sheet and the same experimental set up are used in all experiments, the changes in the mean pixel value is assumed to be attributable to the illumination and the distance between the illumination and the white sheet. Illuminations F1, F2, L1 and P1 all show increasing mean pixel values with increasing distance between the illumination and white sheet. This trend is expected due to the fact, that the cut out of the pictures is always the same size in terms of the object size (50mm×50mm). With increasing distance, a larger part of the cut out area is located in the center of the illumination, which is the brightest region of the illuminated area. Thus, the closer the illumination and the object are to each other, the more important the shape and size of the illumination area are. The mean pixel value of a white sheet is depending on the fraction of less illuminated area (e.g. edges), analogue to the effect discusses in the section above and displayed in figure 3.9. The less bright the ROI is, the lower the mean pixel value of a white sheet is. In consequence of the shape, this effect is most distinct for the spot light L1 and less distinct for the area light P1 (except the rise between 150 and 200 mm). The percentual increase of the mean pixel value between 60 mm and 200 mm distance between illumination and object is 17.9 % for illumination L1, 13.4 % for illumination F2, 12.3 % for illumination P1 and 10.4 % for illumination F1. Illumination F3 shows a different graph. Except for the distance of 80 mm, the mean pixel value of the white sheet decreases with increasing distance between the illumination and the white sheet. The mean pixel value decreases 11.4 % between 60 mm and 200 mm distance. This behavior is explicable with the shape and size of the ring light F3. The inner diameter of the ring light F3 is 73 mm, which is quite wide compared to the inner diameter of the ring light F1 (30 mm) and the diameter of the camera lens (22 mm). Thus, the influence of less illuminated edges is reduced. Therefore, the mean pixel value decreases with increasing distance, resulting from the growing size of the illuminated area.
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while the illumination power remains constant. As the results of the blue illumination are the closest to the expectations, it is ranked as the best illumination considering the brightness, followed by L1, F1 and F2. Figure 3.10 shows the lowest mean pixel value for white lights for illumination P1. The ranking regarding the brightness is shown in table 3.5.

**Difference between SG particles and tracers and tracer recognition**

For the tracking of the tracers it is of crucial importance, that the tracers are detected completely and correctly. For this purpose, the mean values of SG particles and tracers and the shape of the distribution function of the number of pixels with a particular pixel value are necessary. To evaluate the capability of the tracer recognition for each illumination, the procedure explained above is conducted with a SG particle tracer mixture (1 wt% tracers). For the cut out, the mean value of the pixels is calculated and, as the tracer mass fraction is low, assumed to be the mean pixel value of the SG particles. The tracer mean pixel value is obtained manually using the online webtool imagecolorpicker [99]. The webtool offers the possibility to upload an image and use a crosshair cursor to find the RGB value of a pixel. The cut outs of the pictures are uploaded to the website and for each picture three different tracers are detected manually and the RGB value of the center is read out with the webtool. Afterwards, the RGB values are converted into gray scale value using equation 3.5 and the mean pixel value is calculated. This procedure is repeated for six different distances for each of the five illuminations. The results are plotted in figure 3.11.

![Figure 3.11: Mean pixel value of the tracers for different illuminations plotted against the distances between illumination and SG particle tracer mixture (1 wt% tracers) collected with the webtool imagecolorpicker [99];](image)

The expected value for the tracers using white light illumination with no interference, caused by incident ambient light through a perfectly obscured set up, is 255. As seen in figure 3.11 illuminations L1 and P1 offer a mean pixel value of the tracer around 250 over the total range of tested distances, which is close to the expected value. The mean pixel value of the tracers using illuminations F1 and
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F2 is lower than the ones of the other two white illuminations at all tested distances. For illumination F2 the mean tracer value is around 240 for distances lower than 100 mm and around 250 for further distances. Illumination F1 shows mean pixel values of the tracers between 230 and 248 for all tested distances, decreasing with increasing distance. However, the recognition of the tracers using color filter is possible for all four white illuminations, since the pixel value of the SG particles is lower than 200. The tracers’ mean pixel values using the blue light illumination F3 is lower than the ones using the white light illuminations over the whole range of tested distances. The values are between 184 and 194 and increase slightly with increasing distance.

For the tracer recognition the difference between the pixel value of the tracers and the one of the SG particles is essential. Thus, for each combination of distance and illumination, the difference between the mean pixel values of tracers and SG particles is calculated and in figure 3.12 plotted against the distance between the camera and the particle collective.

![Figure 3.12: Difference between the pixel value (gray scale) of SG particles and tracers plotted for different illuminations against the distance between the camera and the SG particle tracer mixture (1 wt%)](image)

The plot shows that illumination F3 offers the greatest difference in the pixel value between the tracers and the SG particles and hence, the easiest distinction between them. As the pixel values of the SG particles, vary between approximately 27 and 60, the difference of the pixel values is between approximately 125 and 165. These variations are not linearly connected to the distance between the camera and the particle collective. The resulting pixel value differences for 100 and 150 mm distance are about 30 pixels higher than the ones from the other distances. Figure 3.11 indicates, that the deviations for these two distances result from the smaller pixel values of the SG particles, as there is no anomaly in the tracers’ mean pixel values at this distances. Figure 3.13 exemplary shows the cut out of a picture of the particle collective, taken with illumination F3 from 100 mm distance on the left side and one from 135 mm distance on the right side.
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(a) Distance 100 mm  
(b) Distance 135 mm

Figure 3.13: SG particle tracer mixture (1 wt% tracers), picture taken from different distances between the camera and the particle collective using illumination F3, cut out 50 mm x 50 mm

While in the right picture (135 mm distance) the single SG particles are clearly visible, in the left picture (100 mm distance) only the tracers are identifiable as bright dots. The picture taken from 150 mm looks similar to the one taken from 100 mm and the pictures taken from the 60, 80 and 200 mm distance appear like the one taken from 135 mm. This difference in the pictures explains the variation in the difference of the pixel value of tracers and SG particles observed in figure 3.12 for illumination F3. Considering the experimental set up and procedure, there is no explanation, why the pictures taken from 100 and 150 mm distance look different. The difference in the pixel value between the SG particles and the tracers for illumination P1 is increasing with the distance between the camera and the particle collective and is the second highest. The increase of the difference between the pixel values of the tracers and the SG particles, with increasing distance, results from the decreasing value of the SG particles, with increasing distance. The further away illumination and object are, the less intense the illumination is and the smaller the pixel value of the red-brownish SG particles becomes. Illumination F2 shows the same behavior. For illumination L1, the difference between the pixel value of the tracers and the SG particles is nearly independent of distance between the camera and the SG particle tracer mixture. Its value is about 100. Using illumination F1, the difference between the pixel value of the tracers and the SG particles is greater with less distance between the camera and the particle collective. For this illumination, the highest difference value is approximately 97 for a distance of 80 mm. At a distance of 200 mm this difference is 64, which corresponds to only 66 % of the maximum difference. In addition to the difference between the mean pixel value of tracers and SG particles, the range of the pixel values for tracers and SG particles is important as well for the evaluation of the tracer recognition. In order to rate the illuminations according to the detection of the white tracers, not only the tracers’ mean pixel value and the difference between the mean pixel value of the tracers and the SG particles are considered, but also the shape of the number distribution of the SG particles’ pixel value.

Figure 3.14 displays the number distribution of the pixel values in the cut out of the pictures taken of a SG particle tracer mixture (1 wt % tracers) for the five different illuminations. The distance between the illumination, respectively the camera, and the particle collective is always 135 mm.
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Figure 3.14: Histograms of the SG particles’ pixel value and the mean tracer pixel value (vertical lines) for five different illuminations at 135 mm distance

As the range of the tracers’ pixel values is quite narrow, the mean pixel value of the tracers is marked in figure 3.14 with a vertical line. The greater the difference between the mean pixel value of the tracer and the right limit of the SG particles pixel value is, the easier the distinction between the SG particles and the tracers becomes.

The histograms confirm the results of the calculated homogeneity, cf. section 3.3.1. The narrower the peaks are, the more homogeneous the illumination is. The blue light illumination F3 has much higher peaks than the white light illuminations. The absolute range of the pixel values is narrower, and since the absolute number of pixels in the cut out of the pictures is always the same at one distance, the peak is higher. But as equation 3.6 states, the homogeneity of the illuminations is normalized by referring to the mean pixel value in order to compare blue and white light illuminations. The shape of the peak is also important for the distinction between SG particle and tracer. The narrower the peaks of SG particles and tracers are and the greater the difference between the top of the peaks is, the easier the distinction between the SG particles and the tracers becomes. Moreover, figure 3.14 shows, that there is not only sufficient difference between the mean pixel value of the SG particles and the tracers, but also between the upper limit of the SG particles’ pixel value distribution and the tracers. With the vertical lines in figure 3.14 representing the tracers’ mean pixel value, illumination F3 is the best illumination regarding the tracer recognition, respectively the distinction between tracers and SG particles, followed by P1. However, since the distinction between the tracers and the SG particles is possible and sufficiently good with all illuminations, the ranking is not considered to be crucial in the decision process of the illumination for tracking the tracers.

Set up complexity

The complexity of the set up depends on the shape and the size of the illumination. F1 and F3 are ring lights and therefore, the camera can easily be placed on top of them, in a way, that the horizontal alignment of the camera and the illumination is achieved. As the inner diameter of illumination F1 is
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30 mm, the width of the camera is 59 mm and the height of the camera is 41 mm, the center of the camera lens and the center of the illuminated area are easily arranged to coincide. For illumination F3 this is also achievable, but since the inner diameter (73 mm) is greater than the dimensions of the camera, the alignment of the centers is more complex. The area illumination P1 also has the advantage of easy horizontal alignment of camera and illumination, but the size and weight of this illumination are much greater compared to the others. This can be a disadvantage in the rotating receiver, because it causes more vibrations in the experimental set up, which can have a negative impact on the cameras’ stability and therefore, on the tracking of the tracers and the determination of the film thickness. Illumination F2 is a bar light, which has to be inclined as well as the spot light illumination L1. The inclination angle has to be optimized in order to guarantee a homogeneous and bright illumination in the center of the picture. As seen in figure 3.7b and 3.7c the center of the illuminated area and the center of the camera lens do not coincide and thus, the illumination is less homogeneous. For these two illuminations, not only the inclination angle, but also the horizontal alignment of the camera and the illumination has to be considered additionally in the set up, because it is not feasible to place the camera on top of the illumination. The ranking of the illuminations regarding the set up complexity is shown in table 3.5.

Result

Table 3.5 summarizes the selection parameters and the evaluation of them for the five tested illuminations. The ratings discussed above are illustrated on a scale from ++ (best) to -- (worst).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illumination</th>
<th>Homogeneity</th>
<th>Brightness</th>
<th>Difference pixel value tracer and particle</th>
<th>Set up</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>- /--</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In conclusion of the stationary tests, illumination F1 is chosen for the tracking of the tracers. It offers good homogeneity and brightness. Even though the difference between the pixel value of the tracers and the SG particles is the lowest one, it is still sufficient to distinguish between tracers and SG particles. Combined with the easiest set up and an acceptable price, this illumination appears to be the best option for the tracking experiments. Moreover, the thickness of the particle film in the receiver is determined experimentally using an optical method, which is why a second illumination is needed. In this case, the requirements are less strict and the area of the picture is smaller, why the smallest and cheapest illumination (F2) is chosen. As the pictures will be taken of the particle film, the illumination and the camera will be nearly in parallel with the vertically inclined receiver wall. Thus, the small bar light F2 offers the easiest mounting inside the receiver.
3.3.2 Camera set up

The most important parameter in the optimization of the camera set up for tracking the tracers and determining the film thickness is the resolution of the pictures. Hence, the distance between the camera and the tracers, respectively the receiver wall, is optimized. If this distance is too small, the pictures become blurry, if it is too big, the recognition of the tracers is affected and flawed. To investigate the influence of the distance between the camera and the receiver wall, stationary tests with different distances are conducted. The distance between the camera and the receiver wall is determined as a parameter of the length and width of the camera’s FOV and the relative size of one pixel to the average diameter of the particles. Figure 3.15 illustrates the characteristic dimensions of the camera set up.

Figure 3.15: Schematic draft of the camera set up illustrating the characteristic dimensions

The minimum area of the picture required is set to 40 mm x 40 mm. This size is defined by the mean axial step of one particle in the receiver per rotation. From results of prior tests this distance is estimated as 4 cm (60 rpm, particle diameter: 1 mm). Consequently, the minimum FOV of the camera is 40 mm x 40 mm. As the camera’s horizontal angle of view (100°) is not much greater than the vertical one (90°), and the aspect ratio is 16:9, the length of the pixels is the crucial dimension for a sufficient tracer detection. In conclusion, the minimum distance $d_{CW,\text{min}}$ is calculated with equation 3.7 to 20 mm considering the camera’s vertical angle of view $\alpha_{\text{vertical}}$ and the minimum length of the FOV $l_{\text{min}}$, cf. figure 3.15.

$$d_{CW,\text{min}} = \frac{l_{\text{FOV, min}}}{2 \tan \left( \frac{\alpha_{\text{vertical}}}{2} \right)}$$  (3.7)

To decrease the number of particles hitting the camera lens, the minimum distance between the camera and the receiver wall is set to 50 mm. The pixel size has to be smaller than the particle size in order to secure the sufficient resolution of a single particle and thus, the accuracy of the measurement. Hence, the maximum length of one pixel is the diameter of one particle and, to ensure a good recognition of the tracers, a factor of 4 is applied. With the screen resolution of the picture (1920x1080 pixels, cf. section 3.1.3) the maximum length $l_{\text{max}}$ of the FOV is calculated as 261.09 mm, using equation 3.8, where $l_{\text{pixel, max}}$ is the maximum length of one pixel (here 1/4 of the median SG particle diameter) and $n_{\text{pixel, len}}$ is the number of pixels lengthwise (here 1080).

$$l_{\text{max}} = l_{\text{pixel, max}} n_{\text{pixel, len}}$$  (3.8)

For this case, the maximum distance between the camera and the receiver wall $d_{CW,\text{max}}$ is calculated with equation 3.7 to 130.55 mm. In stationary tests six different distances between the camera and
the particle film are examined: 60, 80, 100, 135, 150 and 200 mm. The distances of 150 and 200 mm are evaluated and compared to the smaller distances to justify the calculated maximum distance between the camera and the particle film of 130.55 mm. For each of the five illuminations videos of a grid (5 mm × 5 mm) are recorded from the six different distances. The square in the center of the exported pictures is used to determine the length and the width of one pixel. Thereby, it is assumed, that the distortion of the camera lens is negligible small in the center of the picture. From the dimensions of the pictures and the known screen resolution (1920 × 1080), the sizes of the FOV of the camera for the different distances between the camera and the receiver wall are calculated and displayed in Table 3.6. Additionally, the length and width of the pixels and the size of the cut out area are listed in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Sizes of the FOVs, the pixels, the cut out area and the maximum distance between the positions of one tracer in two consecutive frames for the different distances between the camera and an object (axial (x) and tangential (tan)), videos taken with illumination F1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d_{CW} in mm</th>
<th>Length FOV in mm</th>
<th>Width FOV in mm</th>
<th>Length pixel in mm</th>
<th>Width pixel in mm</th>
<th>Cut out area in mm²</th>
<th>d_{max,x} in pixel</th>
<th>d_{max,tan} in pixel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>40 × 50</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>5.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>49 × 50</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>4.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>110.3</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>50 × 50</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>141.2</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>50 × 50</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>160.0</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>50 × 50</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>122.7</td>
<td>208.7</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>50 × 50</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The frame frequency is set to 60 fps. Pre-tests indicate, that the average velocity in axial direction is approximately 4 cm/s. Considering that the whole circumference is divisible into a moving and a stand-still zone, cf. section 2.4.3 and that the width of the moving zone is approximately 1/3 of the whole circumference, the average axial speed in the moving zone is about 12 cm/s. As those parameters strongly depend on the width of the moving zone and the mass flow, respectively on the residence time of the particles in the receiver, their actual value has to be determined in pre-tests. The maximum axial speed $v_{\text{max,x}}$, the frame frequency $f$ and the maximum length of one pixel $l_{\text{pixel, max}}$ determine the maximum distance between the positions of one tracer in two consecutive frames in axial direction $d_{\text{max,x}}$. The calculation of the tangential speed is done analogously, using the maximum width instead of the maximum length. The maximum distances in pixel are calculated with equation 3.9

$$d_{\text{max,x}} = \frac{v_{\text{max,x}}}{f l_{\text{pixel, max}}}$$
(3.9)

The distance between the positions of one tracer in two consecutive frames is an important parameter in the tracking algorithm, cf. section 4.2. Considering the different distances between the camera and the receiver wall in Table 3.6, the maximum axial and tangential distance between the positions of one tracer in two consecutive frames are calculated and listed in Table 3.6. As the orientation of the camera is adjustable, length and width of the FOV are interchangeable by rotating the camera.
Moreover, table 3.6 lists the size of the cut out area, the ROI of the picture, depending on the distance between the camera and the particle tracer mixture. For the distances 60 mm and 80 mm, the desired cut out area of 50 mm x 50 mm is not achievable. In these cases, the FOV of the camera is smaller than the demanded ROI and the greatest area possible is cut out. As discussed before, the smaller the distance between the camera and an object is, the closer to one is the ration between ROI and FOV and consequently, the more influencing edge effects of the picture are. On the contrary, the further away the camera is from an object, the smaller the ratio between chosen ROI and FOV is. Consequently, the less part of the picture is cut out and because the center of the cut out and the center of the picture always coincide, the less influencing the edge effects are, as discussed in the evaluation of the homogeneity in section 3.3.1 (cf. figure 3.9).

Figure 3.16 shows the cut out of the pictures taken with the experimental set up explained above using illumination F1, figure 3.17 the analogue pictures using illumination F2. The distance between the camera and the particles varies between the pictures. The pictures on the left are taken with 80 mm distance between the camera and the particles (3.16a, 3.17a), the ones in the center with 135 mm (3.16b, 3.17b) and the ones on the right with 200 mm (3.16c, 3.17c).

![Figure 3.16](image1.png)

(a) $d_{CW} = 80 \text{ mm}$  
(b) $d_{CW} = 135 \text{ mm}$  
(c) $d_{CW} = 200 \text{ mm}$

**Figure 3.16:** Picture of a SG particle tracer mixture (1 wt%) taken from different camera particle distances $d_{CW}$ (80, 135 and 200 mm), illumination: F1

![Figure 3.17](image2.png)

(a) $d_{CW} = 80 \text{ mm}$  
(b) $d_{CW} = 135 \text{ mm}$  
(c) $d_{CW} = 200 \text{ mm}$

**Figure 3.17:** Picture of a SG particle tracer mixture (1 wt%) taken from different camera particle distances $d_{CW}$ (80, 135 and 200 mm), illumination: F2
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The pictures show that for both illuminations a distance of 80 mm between the camera and the SG particle tracer mixture results in blurry pictures. At this short distance, the camera is not able to focus and display the single particles clear and sharp. For the same reason the pictures taken from 60 mm appear blurry as well. Increasing the distance to 100 mm results in only slightly blurry pictures. The pictures taken from further distances (135, 150 and 200 mm) are all sharp. As one important step of tracking the tracers is the detection of the white tracers, blurry pictures might cause errors in their recognition. The further away the camera is from the SG particle tracer mixture, the sharper the pictures are for both illuminations. From this point of view, the maximum possible distance would be the best option. However, not only the sharpness of the picture, but also its resolution is important. With greater distance between the camera and the SG particle tracer mixture, the length and the width of the pixels increases, as listed in table 3.6. Thus, the number of pixels representing one tracer decreases with increasing distance between the camera and the SG particle tracer mixture. In conclusion, the algorithm for detecting the tracers, cf. section 4.2, becomes more error-prone. Regarding the resolution, the distance between the camera and the SG particle tracer mixture should be as short as possible, but the mean SG particle, respectively tracer, diameter should be at least four times bigger than the maximum size of one pixel side. This factor guarantees, that a tracer is represented by at least four complete pixels.

As discussed in the selection of the best possible illumination (section 3.3.1), the intensity of the illumination depends on the distance between the illumination and an object. Beside the optimization of the set up for camera and illumination, it is important to avoid under or overexposure of the SG particle tracer mixture. If the SG particle tracer mixture is overexposed, the range of pixel values in the picture is shifted to higher values and the peak is often cropped at the upper limit of the pixel value range $[100, 101]$. Underexposure is the opposite and the pixel value range is shifted to the lower limit of the pixel values with nearly no pixels having high values. Pictures of a black and white chessboard using a good illumination should result in a histogram with two clearly distinguishable peaks and a wide range of pixel values, at best from 0 to 255. To review the exposure of illumination F1, chosen to be used in future receiver experiments for tracking the tracers, videos of a chessboard, cf. figure 3.19 are recorded from different distances and the experimental set up explained in section 3.3.1. In figure 3.18 the histograms of pictures exported from these videos are displayed. The maximum number of pixels corresponds to the video resolution, here 1080p, resulting in $1920 \times 1080 = 2.0736 \times 10^6$ pixels.
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Figure 3.18: Histograms of a black and white chessboard picture for illumination F1 at different distances

All histograms do not show signs of over or underexposure, as the pixel value range for all distances is around 200. Further distance leads to slightly greater pixel value range, but also to less distinctive peaks in the range of bright colors (upper range of pixel values) and in the range of dark tones (lower range of pixel values). Regarding the exposure, from all distances tested in the scope of this thesis, illumination F1 does not over or under expose the object placed below and therefore, can be used in the receiver experiments for tracking the tracers with all tested distances between the camera and the receiver wall.

Considering all criteria explained above, 135 mm is chosen as the most adequate distance between the camera and the SG particle tracer mixture for tracking the tracers and the determination of the film thickness.

3.4 Camera calibration

The cameras used in the experiments are not ideal pinhole cameras. Lenses in real cameras cause distortions in the pictures, that need to be minimized in order to generate corrected data for tracking the tracers in the image processing. To detect and evaluate these errors arising from the nature of the cameras’ lenses a calibration is conducted. The theory of geometric camera calibration is explained in section 2.6.

The intrinsic camera calibration parameters, as discussed in section 2.6.2 are determined experimentally with the set up used in the stationary tests and explained in section 3.3.1. Instead of a white paper sheet a chessboard, which is shown in figure 3.19 is placed below the camera. The chessboard is symmetrical and consists of 10 x 7 squares.
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Figure 3.19: Calibration object for camera calibration: symmetrical 10x7 chessboard

The chessboard pattern is printed out on a white sheet and glued to a rigid cardboard, so that the chessboard can be moved without being deformed. The maximum distance between the camera and the calibration object is set to 135 mm and illumination F1 or F2 is used during the calibration. For the simultaneous video recording for tracer tracking and film thickness determination, two cameras are needed. In conclusion, the calibration is done for both cameras. In order to do so, illumination F1 is used for camera A2 (tracer tracking) and illumination F2 is used for camera B3 (film thickness determination). The camera and the illumination are mounted onto the item structure used in the stationary tests (cf. figure 3.6) and thus, the position of both remains the same during the recording. The video recording settings of the camera are equal to the ones in the stationary tests, cf. section 3.1.3. While recording, the chessboard pattern is moved up, down, left and right and is also inclined in all directions. Thus, the camera takes images of the chessboard pattern from many different angles of view. As the movement of the chessboard pattern takes around 15 seconds and the camera records 60 frames per second, approximately 900 frames are recorded. To achieve high accuracy, the number of frames used in the calibration should be as high as possible and at least 4-5 different orientations are recommended [67]. For the calibration in this thesis 84 frames for camera A2 with illumination F1 and 121 frames for camera B3 with illumination F2 are used to calculate the camera parameters. The complete Python code to determine the camera parameters can be found in Appendix A.4. A detailed description of the functions used in the programming code for the calibration can be found in [72].

In the first step, the Python code reads the pictures considered for the calibration and searches for the chessboard. For this purpose, criteria for the iterative optimization algorithm and the dimensions of the chessboard are needed. After reading the pictures, they are converted into gray scale pictures. Function `cv2.findChessboardCorners()` searches for the positions of the chessboard’s internal corners and function `cv2.cornerSubPix()` refines the locations of the found corners using the criteria of the iterative process defined before. The found corners are saved as image points with pixel coordinates and the corresponding object points are saved in world coordinates using the defined dimensions of the chessboard’s squares and the assumption of a stationary XY plane with Z=0. The stationary camera and the fact that the chessboard is glued onto a rigid paper, permit this assumption for the sake of simplicity. Figure 3.20 shows the chessboard corners found with the procedure explained above.
Figure 3.20: Chessboard corners found with the Python code for calibration (cf. Appendix A.4), picture taken with camera A2 using illumination F1

Function `cv2.calibrateCamera()` estimates the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters, using several pictures of the chessboard from different angles of view, and returns them. The function is based on algorithms described in [67] and [103]. The algorithm models the lens distortion mathematically and has the advantage of flexible use without the need of an expensive and elaborate calibration set up [67]. In addition to the camera calibration parameters, the Python code calculates the reprojection error. With function `cv2.projectPoints()` the object points (world coordinates) are converted into image points (pixel coordinates), using the determined camera calibration parameters. Consequently, the distances between the found image points and the projected object points are calculated and summarized in order to determine the arithmetical mean of the distances, the reprojection error. The closer this value is to zero, the better the calculated camera parameters are.

The results of the camera calibration for camera A2 and camera B3 are listed in table 3.7 (camera matrix) and in table 3.8 (distortion coefficients). The reprojection error of the camera calibration for camera A2 is 0.0523 pixel and the one for camera B3 is 0.0539 pixel. Thus, the calibrations are considered to be sufficiently precise.

Table 3.7: Calculated camera parameters and their standard deviation: Camera matrix, camera A2 with illumination F1 and camera B3 with illumination F2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>F1 Value</th>
<th>Standard deviation Value</th>
<th>F2 Value</th>
<th>Standard deviation Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( f_x )</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>1750.4106</td>
<td>167.1707</td>
<td>1774.5508</td>
<td>102.8925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_y )</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>1756.3095</td>
<td>173.7426</td>
<td>1776.2548</td>
<td>102.4685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_x )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>962.9112</td>
<td>66.9707</td>
<td>978.2048</td>
<td>21.6237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_y )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>469.4679</td>
<td>103.5527</td>
<td>553.3701</td>
<td>58.6115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.8: Calculated camera parameters and their standard deviation: Distortion coefficients, camera A2 with illumination F1 and camera B3 with illumination F2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>F1 Value</th>
<th>F1 Error</th>
<th>F2 Value</th>
<th>F2 Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k_1 )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.2732</td>
<td>0.0435</td>
<td>-0.2833</td>
<td>0.0411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_2 )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1802</td>
<td>0.1343</td>
<td>-0.1606</td>
<td>0.1824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_1 )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>0.0157</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_2 )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.0048</td>
<td>0.0117</td>
<td>-0.00008</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_3 )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.2629</td>
<td>0.4660</td>
<td>-0.1409</td>
<td>0.7106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Image Processing Code

In this chapter the image processing codes developed in the scope of this thesis are explained in detail. The general video processing, including the correction of lens distortion of the camera, is described in the first section. Subsequently, the steps of the image processing code for tracer tracking are presented. Finally, the image processing code developed to evaluate the thickness of the particle film is explained. The image processing codes are implemented in Python using the OpenCV library [104]. All parameters, which have to be adjusted regarding the experimental set up in the receiver and the operation conditions in the experiments with the receiver, are explained in this chapter. Additionally, start values for the iterative determination of these parameters, resulting from pre-test with the experimental set up explained in section 3.3.1, are given.

4.1 General video processing

The evaluation of the recorded videos is done by means of a Python code using each frame of the video one by one. Thus, the processing of the videos is explained exemplary for one frame. After reading the videos frame by frame, the calibration parameters, cf. section 3.4 are used in the first video processing step to correct the recorded frames. The Python code for the generation of corrected data can be found in Appendix A.5. For the purpose of correction, function `cv2.undistort()` is used and the camera’s FOV is cropped to the new ROI. To define the new ROI, function `cv2.getOptimalNewCameraMatrix()` is utilized. Thereby, the width and the length of the actual frame, the camera matrix and the distortion coefficients imported previously as well as one cropping parameter are the input parameters. The cropping parameter can have values between 0 and 1 and allows to adjust the size of the cropped frame manually. If this value is set to 0, the whole undistorted FOV of the camera is taken. This can result in black regions at the edges of the pictures, originated in the undistortion of the frame. If the value of pixels at the edges of the original image are shifted to the center in the corrected image by the undistortion function, these edge pixels are assigned with zeros as pixel value in the corrected image, illustrated by black color. If the cropping parameter is set to 1, the frame is cropped maximum, so that no black regions at the edges in the corrected image are left. Some tests with pictures of the chessboard, taken during the calibration, and different values of the cropping parameter are conducted. As a result of these tests, the cropping parameter is set to 0, but it has to be confirmed when changing the experimental set up.

Figure 4.1 shows pictures of a chessboard taken from 135 mm distance with camera A2 using illumination F1 and the set up from the stationary tests, as explained in section 3.3.1. On the left side (figure 4.1a) the original image is displayed and on the right side (figure 4.1b) the resulting picture applying the calibration parameters listed in table 3.7 and 3.8.
Figure 4.1: Symmetrical 10x7 chessboard, picture taken from 135 mm distance between camera A2 and the chessboard using illumination F1

The original picture (figure 4.1a) shows barrel distortion as the straight lines from the chessboard are visibly curved outwards. After undistorting the picture using the calculated camera parameters, the chessboard’s lines appear straight, as seen in figure 4.1b. Thus, the distance between the corners of the chessboard is nearly constant. Table 4.1 lists the mean horizontal and vertical distances between two points in the grid of the chessboard.

Table 4.1: Mean horizontal and vertical distances between two grid points for the original and the corrected image and their standard deviation, picture taken from 135 mm distance between camera A2 and the chessboard using illumination F1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Horizontal distance in pixel</th>
<th>Standard deviation in pixel</th>
<th>Vertical distance in pixel</th>
<th>Standard deviation in pixel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>127.7567</td>
<td>4.9242</td>
<td>130.2236</td>
<td>2.6053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>131.4423</td>
<td>3.0725</td>
<td>132.8104</td>
<td>1.6895</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the chessboard is symmetrical, all the distances, vertical and horizontal ones, are equal in the object plane. Therefore, the mean horizontal and vertical distances between two close grid points should be as similar as possible. Table 4.1 shows, that the deviation between the mean horizontal and the mean vertical distance in the original image is greater than in the corrected one. Whereas the mean vertical distance in the original image is approximately 1.9% greater than the horizontal one, it is only 1% wider in the corrected image. Considering the standard deviation of the mean distances, the distances in both directions are more uniformly distributed in the corrected frame than in the original frame. In consequence, the correction of the frames using the calibration parameters and the Python code explained above is considered to be successful.
4.2 Tracer tracking

The general steps of the Python code for tracking the tracers are the following:

1. Segmentation
2. Filter
3. Determination of the center of gravity
4. Tracking algorithm

A schematic diagram of the procedure for detection of the tracers (step 1 - 3) can be found in Appendix A.6. In this section each step is explained in detail. The whole Python code for detecting and tracking the tracers can be found in Appendix A.7. The figures shown in this section to describe the steps of the Python code are all taken with camera A2 using illumination F1 and a distance between the camera, respectively the illumination, and the SG particle tracer mixture (1 wt% tracers) of 135 mm. For better visibility, an area of 50 mm x 50 mm is cut out from the frames.

Segmentation

The first step in the tracer tracking procedure is the segmentation of the white tracers from the particles in the pictures. Figure 4.2 shows a picture of the SG particle tracer mixture (1 wt% tracers) before (figure 4.2a) and after (figure 4.2b) the segmentation procedure. Furthermore, the result after applying the filters, cf. section 4.2, is displayed in figure 4.2c.

![Figure 4.2: First two steps of the tracer tracking (Segmentation and Filter), detected tracers (green circles), picture taken from 135 mm distance between camera A2 and the SG particle tracer mixture (1 wt% tracers) using illumination F1](image)

In order to distinguish the tracers from the SG particles, the pixel values of each frame are converted to HSV values. Furthermore, the HSV pixel values, representing the upper and lower limit for the tracer color, are defined depending on a sensitivity parameter. This parameter has to be adjusted to the pixel values of the tracers in the recorded videos with the experimental set up in the receiver. It can have values between 0 (only pure white considered as tracer color) and 100 (no segmentation).
Based on stationary tests, described in chapter 3, the start value of the sensitivity parameter is set to 50, resulting in a good segmentation between the tracers and the rest of the picture, cf. figure 4.2b. In the next step, a mask thresholds the image using function \texttt{cv2.inRange()}. In the resulting mask each pixel has either the value 255, if its value in the original image is in between the defined pixel value range, or, in case the pixel value in the original image is not in the defined pixel value range, its assigned value is 0. Afterwards, function \texttt{cv2.bitwise\_and()} creates a new image by filling the pixel values either with the pixel value of the original image (in case the pixel value of the mask is 255) or with the value 0. To smooth the image, function \texttt{cv2.medianBlur()} can be used optionally. The input parameters of this function are the picture to be smoothed and the size of the aperture area (blursize x blursize) in which the median filter is used. Figure 4.2b shows the resulting picture of the SG particle tracer mixture (1 wt% tracers) at the end of the segmentation step.

**Filter**

In the segmentation step, all pixels with a pixel value outside of a specified value range are blanked out and set to 0. All other pixels keep their original pixel value. In the filter step, some characteristics of the tracers, such as area size or circularity, are used to detect possible tracers in the frame. Function \texttt{cv2.SimpleBlobDetector\_Params()} is used to define the parameters for the tracer detection. The Python code offers the possibility of filtering the detectable tracers in the frame by color, area, circularity, convexity and inertia. Moreover, thresholds and minimum values for the distance between two tracers as well as the repeatability can be selected. The minimum threshold is set to 200 and the maximum to 255. In the scope of this thesis, filtering by one single color or by convexity is not performed for detecting the tracers. The following settings are results of iterative tests with the set up explained in section 3.1.4 and proposed as start values for the estimation of the values to track the tracers in the future experimental set up:

- **filterByArea:**
  
  \(\text{(distance between camera and object: 135 mm)}\)
  
  \(\text{params.minArea = 83 (pixel}^2)\)
  
  \(\text{params.maxArea = 180 (pixel}^2)\)

- **filterByCircularity:**
  
  \(\text{params.minCircularity = 0.7}\)

- **filterByInertia:**
  
  \(\text{params.minInertiaRatio = 0.01}\)

- **params.minDistBetweenBlobs = 1.0 (pixel)\)

- **params.minRepeatability = 2\)

The limits for the area filter are calculated with the mean tracer diameter (0.983 mm, cf. section 3.2.1) and the minimum (0.074 mm/pixel, cf. table 3.6) and maximum (0.076 mm/pixel, table 3.6) dimension of a pixel at the distance of 135 mm between the camera and the SG particle tracer mixture. The area is determined as a circle with the mean tracer diameter and transformed from metric scale to pixel. The parameter of the minimum area \(\text{params.minArea}\) is set to 60 % of the calculated one and the one of the maximum area \(\text{params.maxArea}\) to 137 % of the calculated maximum area to
minimize errors originating from deviations in the difference between the camera and the particle film. The minimum value of the circularity \textit{params.minCircularity} filter is set to 0.7, as the manufacturer states in the data sheet, that at least 95\% of the tracers show a sphericity greater than 0.7 \cite{84}. The inertia ratio (\textit{params.minInertiaRatio}) is the ratio between the distance of the closest point from the center and the furthermost one. For a line this value is 0, for a circle it is 1 and for elliptical geometries this value lies between 0 and 1. \textbf{The minimum distance between two detected tracers \textit{params.minDistBetweenBlob} is set to 1 pixel. If two detected tracers are located closer than this distance, they are merged.} For each threshold from the minimum threshold to the maximum one, the SimpleBlobDetector finds possible tracers. The \textit{repeatability value params.minRepeatability} is the lower limit of the amount, how often one tracer needs to be found in the different threshold steps to be detected. The higher the \textit{repeatability value} is chosen, the more stable a detected tracer is across the different thresholds. In figure 4.2c the detected tracers are illustrated with green circles.

\section*{Determination of the center of gravity}

Important information, such as the coordinates of the center of gravity and the diameter of the detected tracers, is stored in the list \textit{keypoints}. For each frame the coordinates (x,y) of each detected tracer are saved to a text file named \textit{ExperimentName_4BE_framenumber.txt} and stored in the \textit{doPTV} folder of the experiment. With the list of the detected tracers, the minimum and maximum diameter of the detected tracers in one frame as well as the mean diameter and its standard deviation are calculated. The results are exported to a text file named \textit{ExperimentName_keydata_framenumber.txt}

\section*{Tracking algorithm}

The fourth step of the tracer tracking is to connect matching positions of tracers in order to monitor their trajectories. To do so, an algorithm based on the 4BestEstimate algorithm \cite{105} is implemented. In the following, the principle idea of this algorithm is explained and the created Python code is presented in detail.

At first some parameters for the tracking algorithm have to be selected. The most important parameters are the radii of the areas, in which the algorithm searches for possible candidates of sequential tracers. As discussed in section 3.3.2 the sizes of the radii depend on the maximum distance between the positions of one tracer in two consecutive frames and on the distance between camera and object. In consequence, these values have to be adapted to the characteristics of the experimental set up. Possible start values for the radii are listed in the following:

- \textbf{Search candidates for F1}
  \begin{itemize}
  \item radiusF1 = 30 (pixel)
  \end{itemize}

- \textbf{Search candidates for F2}
  \begin{itemize}
  \item radiusF2 = 30 (pixel)
  \end{itemize}

- \textbf{Search candidates for F3}
  \begin{itemize}
  \item radiusF3 = 30 (pixel)
  \end{itemize}
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The purpose of the Python code for tracking the tracers is to obtain the positions of the tracers and the length of their trajectories. In order to do so, the detected tracers, represented by the pixel coordinates of their center of gravity, are stored into matrices, from which possible trajectories (tracks) are extractable afterwards. Therefore, a matrix for the x coordinates of the centers of gravity (trackingx) and a matrix for the y coordinates of the centers of gravity (trackingy) are created. They have the same size (dots_total_2xi), which is defined by the total number of detected dots (dots_total_2) in all frames of the recorded video (i). After defining the parameters and creating the storage matrices, the main loop, which repeats the procedure explained in the following for each frame of the recorded video, is executed. The algorithm needs at least four frames, which are referred to the numbers 0, 1, 2 and 3, to detect trajectories. For each step in the loop, the actual frame is represented by number 0 and the following frames accordingly by 1, 2 and 3. The code can be divided into nine steps repeated in the main loop:

1. Import positions of detected tracers in frames F0-F3
2. Find matching tracers in the first two frames (couplesF0F1)
3. Calculate velocities \( v_{1,x} \) and \( v_{1,y} \)
4. Estimate tracers’ positions in third frame (center2_g)
5. Find possible trajectories in the first three frames (couplesF0F1F2c)
6. Estimate tracers’ positions in fourth frame (center3_g) and find matching tracers in the first four frames (couplesF0F1F2cF3c)
7. Find positions of tracers in third frame, which are part of a trajectory (foundF1F2)
8. Find positions of tracers in the third frame, which are not part of a trajectory (center2_not)
9. Append positions of tracers in the third frame (found in step 7 and 8) to trackingx and trackingy

In the first step, the Python code reads the detected tracers in the actual frame (step 1.1) and in the three subsequent frames (step 1.2 - step 1.4) by opening the text files, which are created in the determination of the center of gravity step (cf. section 4.2) and stored in the doPTV folder of the experiment. In each of the four frames used in the actual loop step, the coordinates of the centers of gravity of the detected tracers are imported and stored in lists (e.g. x_0, y_0, center0). Additionally, if the actual frame is the first frame, the coordinates of the detected tracers are saved into the first column of the storage matrices trackingx and trackingy. The second step of the Python code for tracking the tracers is to search for matching sequential positions of the centers of gravity in frame 0 (actual) and in frame 1. Found couples are saved into the list couplesF0F1. Figure 4.3 schematically shows the second step of the tracking algorithm.
The empty circles represent the center of detected tracers in frame 0 and the filled dark blue circles illustrate the detected tracers in frame 1. The dotted orange circles depict the search volume with radius $radiusF1$ surrounding the detected tracers in frame 0. For each detected tracer in frame 0, all detected tracers in frame 1, whose position lies within the circular search volume, are considered to be possible candidates for creating a trajectory. With the Nearest Neighbor approach, the tracer in frame 1, which yields the minimum distance to the position of the tracer in frame 0, is selected as the best matching option \[105\]. In figure 4.3 the resulting couples ($couplesF0F1$) are illustrated with an orange line. In case that the actual frame is the first one, the detected tracers in the second frame ($F1$) are saved to the storage matrices $trackingx$ and $trackingy$. Thereby, $couplesF0F1$ is used to find the index of the adequate row in the storage matrices, to add the tracers’ positions in $F1$ to the storage matrices corresponding to the positions of the matching tracers in $F0$. Additionally, for $F0$ being the first frame of the video, all tracers detected in the second frame, which are not assigned to a suitable tracer in the first frame ($center1\_not$), are appended to the storage matrices $trackingx$ and $trackingy$ in rows below the previously saved tracers.

In the third step of the tracer tracking algorithm, the velocities in both directions ($v_x,1$ and $v_y,1$) are calculated with equation 4.1, within which $u_{i,n}$ represents the $x$ or $y$ value of the detected tracer in frame $F_n$ and $\Delta t$ is the time step between two consecutive frames $F_n$ and $F_{n-1}$.

$$v_{i,n} = \frac{u_{i,n} - u_{i,n-1}}{\Delta t} \quad (4.1)$$

In the fourth step of the tracer tracking algorithm, the calculated velocities $v_{1,n}$ are used to determine the estimated position of the tracers in the third frame ($F2$) $u_{i,n+1}$ for each couple in $couplesF0F1$, based on the position of the tracers detected in frame $F1$ $u_{i,n}$. The pixel coordinates of these estimated positions are calculated with equation 4.2 \[105\] and saved in the list $center2\_g$.

$$u_{i,n+1} = u_{i,n} + v_{i,n} \Delta t \quad (4.2)$$

Consequently, in the fifth step, candidates of detected tracers in frame $F2$, which are located within a circular search volume with the radius $radiusF2$ surrounding the estimated positions in frame $F2$.
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(center2_g), are found and saved in the list cand_2. Figure 4.4 schematically shows the fifth step of the tracer tracking procedure.

(a) Find cand_2 (b) Found possible tracks couplesF0F1F2c

Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of the tracer tracking algorithm

Step 5: Find possible trajectories in the first three frames (couplesF0F1F2c)

Analogue to figure 4.3 the orange connections in figure 4.4a illustrate couplesF0F1 found in previous steps. The green dots represent the estimated positions of the tracers in F2 for each couple of F0 and F1 in couplesF0F1. The surrounding search volume is marked with a green dotted circle. All tracers detected in F2 are represented by filled dark blue circles. The ones located inside the search volume are the candidates, stored in the list cand_2 and marked with a red arrow in figure 4.4a. To find matching triplets, stored in the list couplesF0F1F2c, the algorithm distinguishes between two different cases, which are shown in figure 4.4a. If there are no candidates for tracers in F2 (cf. bottom right corner in figure 4.4a), the track is ended. If there are candidates (cf. upper left, upper right and bottom left corner in figure 4.4a), the position of these tracers is added to the list couplesF1F2F2c, containing the coordinates of the tracers in F1 (center1), the matching estimated positions in F2 (center2_g) and the possible candidates in F2 (cand_2).

After the determination of the possible matching tracers detected in F2, the list couplesF1F2F2c is converted to the list couplesF0F1F2c by adding the matching tracers detected in F0 and removing the estimated position of the tracers in frame F2. The resulting list contains three sequential points of each possible track (F0, F1 and F2c). In figure 4.4b the resulting couplesF0F1F2c are illustrated with green connection lines.

To decide, if the triplets stored in couplesF0F1F2c are considered as tracks, the positions of the tracers detected in the fourth frame (F3) are examined in the sixth step, as shown schematically in figure 4.5.
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(a) Find cand_3

(b) Found F2 to be part of a trajectory

Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of the tracer tacking algorithm

Step 6: Estimate tracers’ positions in fourth frame (center3_g) and find matching tracers in the first four frames (couplesF0F1F2cF3c)

With the positions of the tracers in each triplet (couplesF0F1F2c), the velocities $v_{i,n}$ (equation 4.1) and the acceleration $a_{i,n}$ (equation 4.3) are calculated and consequently, the associated positions of tracers in frame F3 (center3_g) $u_{i,n+2}$ are estimated with equation 4.4.

$$a_{i,n} = \frac{v_{i,n} - v_{i,n-1}}{\Delta t} \quad (4.3)$$

$$u_{i,n+2} = u_{i,n} + v_{i,n}(2\Delta t) + a_{i,n}(2\Delta t)^2 \quad (4.4)$$

Within equations 4.3 and 4.4 $u_{i,n}$ represents the x or y value of the detected tracer in frame $F_n$ and $\Delta t$ the time step between two consecutive frames.

In figure 4.5 these estimated points are represented by light blue dots. The tracers detected in frame F3 are illustrated with filled dark blue circles. Those tracers, which are located within the circular search volume with radius $radiusF3$ surrounding the estimated point (center3_g), as illustrated with a light blue dotted circle, are considered to be potential candidates for the previous found couplesF0F1F2c. These candidates are stored in the list cand_3 and, in figure 4.5a, marked with red arrows.

To find the tracers in F3, which are possible extensions of already existing tracks, stored in list couplesF0F1F2cF3c, the algorithm distinguishes between three different cases, as shown in figure 4.5a. If there are no candidates for tracers in F3 (cf. upper left corner in figure 4.5a), no matching tracer can be found in F3. Consequently, according to the 4 Best Estimate approach, no tracer detected in F2 is appended to the track and track is ended. If there are candidates in F3 (cf. upper right and bottom left corner in figure 4.5a), their positions are added to the list with candidates of tracers detected in frame F3 cand_3. If this list contains only one argument, the coordinates of the tracers’ positions in F1 and F2 in this possible track together with the distance between the estimated tracer position in frame F3 (center3_g) and the candidate found in frame F3 (cand_3) are saved into the list foundcouplesF1F2c. If the list cand_3 consists of more than one argument,
the candidate with the smallest distance between the estimated tracer position in frame F3 and the position of the candidate in F3 is selected. For this candidate, the positions of the matching tracers in frame F1 and F2 together with the minimum distance are appended to list foundcouplesF1F2c. In the 4BestEstimate algorithm, the tracer detected in frame F2 resulting in the minimum distance between the estimated position in frame F3 and the position of one tracer found in F3, is selected as the most suitable option \(105\). Therefore, in the seventh step the algorithm searches for the track, consisting of the tracers’ position in F1 and the one in F2, selected to be the best match and saves this couple to the list foundF1F2.

Afterwards, all tracers detected in frame F2 with no matching tracer in frame F1, are saved to the list center2_not in the eighth step of the tracer tracking algorithm. In the last step of the algorithm, the coordinates of the tracers detected in frame F2 and found to be part of one track, are saved to the storage matrices trackingx and trackingy. Thereby, list foundF1F2 is used to append the coordinates of the tracers found in frame F2 to the adequate row in the storage matrices, according to the matching tracers found in frame F1. Additionally, all tracers detected in frame F2, which are not considered to be part of an already existing track (center2_not), are saved in the storage matrices trackingx and trackingy in rows below the already found tracks. Finally, the frame number is increased by one and the steps of the main loop are repeated.

After closing the main loop, the storage matrices trackingx and trackingy are reduced to the maximum necessary size, saved to text files \(\text{ExperimentName\_trackingx\_final.txt}\) and \(\text{ExperimentName\_trackingy\_final.txt}\) and stored in the Tracking folder of the experiment. Additionally, every track is exported \(\text{ExperimentName\_trackingx\_tracknumber.txt}\) and saved in the Tracking/Tracks folder of the experiment.

### 4.3 Film thickness

The film thickness is determined experimentally by image processing of videos recorded with a GoPro camera. A white pin, similar to the one shown in figure 4.6, with black marked lines is used as scale. The width of the white and black lines is 1 mm. For a good recognition the lines on the pin should be painted with non reflecting black color.

![Figure 4.6: Pin used as scale in the determination of the film thickness](image)

The pin will be mounted onto an item structure inside the receiver in a way, that the small end is pressed against the receiver wall. Before carrying out first experiments with this set up, a calibration measurement has to be conducted. Therefore, the distance between the receiver wall and the first line of the pin has to be measured. This value is an important parameter used in the evaluation of the calibration for the film thickness determination. The Python code for the calibration can be found in Appendix A.8.1.
After reading the frames of the video, the calibration parameters of the camera are used to undistort the picture, cf. section 4.1. In the segmentation step, the pin is detected and the rest is blended out, as shown in figure 4.7a. The procedure is analogue to the segmentation step in the tracer tracking algorithm (cf. section 4.2). Additionally, function `cv2.Canny()` is used to detect the edges of the pin and the scale. The result of this function is shown in figure 4.7b.

![Figure 4.7](image)

(a) Segmentation  (b) Detected edges  (c) Detected Lines

Within the edges found before, function `cv2.HoughLines()` searches for lines that meet specified criteria. Depending on the experimental set up (e.g. distance between camera/illumination and the particle film, inclination of the camera and the illumination, size of the cut out region and color of the lines on the pin), the values for the two parameters `minLineLength` and `maxLineGap` have to be set. `minLineLength` is the minimum length of lines, which means, that detected lines shorter than this value are sorted out. `maxLineGap` represents the maximum distance between two line segments to treat them as segments of the same line. If the gap between two line segments, each fulfilling the other restrictions, is wider than this value, the segments are considered to be two different lines. To prevent the detection of horizontal lines, `minangle` is the minimum angle between a line and the horizontal plane. If this angle is smaller, resulting in a line inclined to the horizontal, the detected line is excluded. As a result of pre-tests, the following values are found and proposed as start values while adjusting the parameters explained before for experiments in the receiver.

- `minLineLength = 4` (pixel)
- `maxLineGap = 5` (pixel)
- `minangle = 85` (degree)

As the detected lines are nearly vertical, the mean value of the x coordinates of the the two final points of each detected line is calculated. If the algorithm detects two lines, whose mean x values are closer than 5 pixels to each other, they are considered to be representing one line in the scale on the pin. Therefore, the mean of the two mean x values is calculated. In the next step, the selected lines, represented by their mean x value, are sorted by value and correlated with the film thickness, represented by the scale on the pin. At this point, the measured distance between the receiver
wall and the scale on the pin is used to associate the pixel coordinates with real coordinates of the experimental set up. With a linear fit, the film thickness can be estimated from the $x$ value of one point in the picture. Therefore, the slope and the intercept of the linear fit from the calibration are exported to a text file (CalibrationFT.txt). This text file can afterwards be used in the determination of the film thickness in experiments with a particle film. In figure 4.8, the green lines illustrate different film thicknesses. The lines are calculated using the linear parameters and equation 4.5.

$$
FT = slope \cdot x_{\text{maxdot}} + \text{intercept}
$$

(4.5)

Figure 4.8: Determination of the film thickness, scale resulting from the calibration

The Python code for the determination of the film thickness consists of the following steps, which are repeated in a main loop for every frame of the analyzed video:

1. Undistortion of the frame
2. Detection of particles with the SimpleBlobDetector
3. Determination of the centers of gravity
4. Find coordinates of the most upper particle of the particle film
5. Calculation of the film thickness using the linear fit parameters of the calibration

The related Python code can be found in Appendix A.8.2. The first steps of the algorithm are the same ones as in the tracer tracking algorithm: Correction of the data (cf. section 4.1), detection of the particles (cf. section 4.2) and determination of the centers of gravity (cf. section 4.2). A detailed description of these steps can be found in the referred sections. Only the parameters in the SimpleBlobDetector, described in section 4.2, are adjusted, in order to not only detect the white tracers, but rather all particles in the particle tracer mixture. These parameters have to be checked with videos recorded in future experiments and adjusted accordingly. As a result of pre-tests, the following values are proposed as start values:
- **Thresholds:**
  
  - params.thresholdStep = 5
  - params.minThreshold = 60
  - params.maxThreshold = 255

- **filterByArea:**
  
  (distance between camera and object: 135 mm)
  
  - params.minArea = 40 (pixel²)
  - params.minArea = 175 (pixel²)

- **filterByCircularity:**
  
  - params.minCircularity = 0.7

- **filterByInertia:**
  
  - params.minInertiaRatio = 0.01
  - params.maxInertiaRatio = 1

  - params.minDistBetweenBlobs = 1.0 (pixel)

  - params.minRepeatability = 2

After detecting all particles, the one with the greatest x value, representing the uppermost particle on the particle film surface, is selected, as shown in figure 4.9b.

(a) Picture before detection of the particles

(b) Detected particles, the center of gravity of the highest detected center (red line) and highest point of the particle film (blue line)

Figure 4.9: Determination of the film thickness; comparison before (a) and after detection of the particles (b)

With the results of the calibration the particle film thickness is calculated from the x value of the highest particle, using equation 4.5. The conversion between the x value of the highest particle and
the corresponding film thickness is done by linear regression of the calibration results, as explained before. Thus, the accuracy can be improved by detecting the scale of the pin in every frame. To do so, the black lines of the pin have to be painted very accurately and in such a way, that the lines are detected correctly in every frame. Furthermore, pre-tests have to be conducted to check the detection of the lines and to adjust the detection parameters of the lines (cf. section 4.3) and the particles (cf. section 4.3) accordingly.
5 Conclusion and Outlook

The aim of this thesis was to develop and optimize an optical system and an associated image processing code to investigate the particle motion in a solar particle receiver. Additionally, an image processing code to evaluate the particle film thickness had to be created and camera calibration had to be conducted.

In preparation, it was necessary to geometrically characterize the SG particles and the tracers, which will be used in future experiments in the prototype receiver at DLR Stuttgart, by sieving analysis. Additionally, the static angle of repose of pure SG particles, pure tracers as well as a SG particle tracer mixture was determined experimentally. These properties are important parameters in the numerical modelling of the particle motion in the receiver and they confirm the assumption, that the tracers do not significantly influence the flow properties of the particle mixture. Thus, the particle motion in the receiver can be investigated by tracking the tracers. Furthermore, an optical system for the investigation of the particle motion in the solar particle receiver, that is compatible to the existing experimental set up of the receiver prototype, was designed and optimized. Stationary experiments were conducted in order to select the best illumination and the optimum distance between the camera and the particle film, flowing down the receiver wall. Five different illumination options with different characteristics, such as shape and color of light, are compared. As selection parameters of the illumination the homogeneity, the brightness and the ability of tracer recognition as well as the set up complexity and the costs were chosen and the illuminations were ranked accordingly. To find the optimum distance between the camera and the receiver wall, pictures taken with the selected illuminations and the cameras from different distances were evaluated. Subsequently, an image processing code for tracer tracking was developed in Python within the scope of this thesis. This code detects the tracers in each frame of the video and it includes an algorithm, based on the 4 Best Estimate algorithm, which finds matching tracers in sequential frames and assembles their positions in order to find the tracers’ trajectories. To evaluate the particle film thickness during the experiments and thus, be able to correlate the characteristics of the particle motion to the thickness of the particle film, an image processing code for the determination of the film thickness was developed in Python. Additionally, the optical system for evaluating the film thickness was designed in agreement with the existing experimental set up, and it was optimized regarding the illumination and the camera set up. To improve the results of the image processing codes for tracer tracking and determination of the film thickness, camera calibration was accomplished for both cameras, which will be used in future experiments in the receiver prototype. For this purpose, effects resulting from the nature of the cameras’ lenses, such as distortion, were investigated. Moreover, an image processing code in Python was developed to determine the camera parameters (intrinsic, extrinsic and distortion coefficients) and generate corrected data, which subsequently will be used in the image processing codes for evaluation of the particle motion and the film thickness.
In future experiments with the receiver prototype, parameters of the image processing codes for tracer tracking and determination of the film thickness have to be adjusted accordingly, in order to achieve sufficiently good recognition of the tracers, respectively the particles and lines. These parameters are explained in chapter 4 and additionally, start values are given, which were experimentally obtained in the scope of this thesis. In order to be able to determine the film thickness, a calibration of the pin scale has to be conducted in the experimental set up inside the receiver prototype. Moreover, the results of the experiments with the receiver prototype can be used to calculate the proposed validation parameters and can be compared to simulation results in order to see, if these parameters are suitable for the validation of the numerical model. Furthermore, the length of the trajectories, found with the tracking algorithm, could be extended by considering the velocity of the tracers to be constant, if no matching tracer is found in the consecutive frame. The subsequent search with this constant velocity in the frame after next could give the possibility to obtain longer trajectories, even if the tracer is not visible in all of the frames. Otherwise, the found and exported trajectories can be searched for matching extensions to generate longer trajectories with tracers sinking and emerging through the particle film surface.
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A.1 Pictures of tested illuminations

Figure A.1: Pictures of the five different illuminations, which are tested in the selection of illumination during the optical design optimization procedure, cf. section 3.3.1.
A.2 Python code: Pixelcolor

```python
1 import cv2
2 import numpy as np
3 from numpy import *
4 import matplotlib
5 from matplotlib.pyplot import plt
6 from PIL import Image
7 from matplotlib.colors import LogNorm
8 from matplotlib.colors import BoundaryNorm
9 from matplotlib.ticker import MaxNLocator
10 import pathlib
11
12 # Analysed Frame
13 framename='F3-200226-15'
14 distance='150' # in mm
15 number='P-3'
16 framenumber='_250'
17 fileextension='.png'
18 path=str(pathlib.Path(__file__).parent.absolute().replace("\","/"))
19
20 # Values for the cropbox depending on the distance between the camera and the particles
21 ###cropbox 60mm:50x46mm
22 ##a1=376
23 ##a2=1544
24 ##b1=2
25 ##b2=1078
26 ###cropbox 80mm: 50x50mm
27 ##a1=420
28 ##a2=1500
29 ##b1=15
30 ##b2=1065
31 ###cropbox 100mm: 50x50mm
32 ##a1=525
33 ##a2=1395
34 ##b1=115
35 ##b2=965
36 ###cropbox 135mm: 50x50mm
37 ##a1=605
38 ##a2=1315
39 ##b1=200
40 ##b2=880
41 ###cropbox 150mm: 50x50mm
42 a1=675
43 a2=1245
44 b1=260
45 b2=820
46 ###cropbox 200mm: 50x50mm
47 ##a1=730
48 ##a2=1190
49 ##b1=320
50 ##b2=760
51
52 ##
53 # Generation of a colored image of the pixel color matrix (binary) to evaluate the homogenity of the illumination
54 #
55 #L = R * 299/1000 + G * 587/1000 + B * 114/1000
56 #
57 #image = Image.open(path+'/'+'frames/4606.png')
58 #cropbox=[a1,b1,a2,b2]
59 #cut=image.crop(cropbox)
60 #cut.save(path+'/'+'frames/4606.png')
61 image = Image.open(path+'/'+'frames/4606.png').convert('L')
```

---
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# Save grey level pixel colors to csv file

f.write('Width_cut: '+str(widthcut))
print('Width_cut: '+str(widthcut))

f.write('Height_cut: '+str(heightcut))
print('Height_cut: '+str(heightcut))

# save the value of each pixel in the matrix a and generation of a txt-file with the
# values of each pixel to evaluate the homogenity of the illumination
a = zeros([widthcut,heightcut], dtype=int)
colorrow=list()

f=open(path+'/'+framename+'_'+framenumber+'/Pixelcolor/'+framenumber+'_cut1_pixelcolor_gray.txt','w+')
for y in range(heightcut):
    for x in range(widthcut):
        a[x,y]=image.getpixel((x,y))
colorrow.append(a[x,y])
f.write(str(colorrow)+',
')
f.close()

## (over/underexposure)
## Generation of a histogramm of the pixel values to evaluate the illumination
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
##
plt.pcolormesh(a,cmap=pl.cm.Greys)
plt.title('Pixel intensity image')
plt.xlabel('Pixel in x-direction')
plt.ylabel('Pixel in y direction')
plt.grid(True)
plt.colorbar()
plt.savefig(path+'/'+framename+'_'+framenumber+'/Pixelcolor/'+framenumber+'_cut1_pixelcolor_gray.png')
plt.close()

##
#-----------------------------
## Generation of a histogramm of the pixel values to evaluate the illumination
##
# (over/underexposure)
##
maxi=np.amax(image)
print('Max: '+str(maxi))
mini=np.min(image)
print('Min: '+str(mini))
delta=maxi-mini
print('Delta pixelcolor: '+str(delta))
medi=np.mean(image)
print('Mean: '+str(medi))
med3=np.median(image)
print('Median: '+str(medi))
stab=np.std(image)
print('Standard deviation: '+str(stab))
homog=100*(1-(stab/medi))
print('Homogenity in %: '+str(homog))

# Save keydata of the grey level picture as txt file
f.write(path+'/'+framename+'_'+framenumber+'/Pixelcolor/'+framenumber+'_cut1_keydata.txt','w+')
f.write('Name: '+'str(framename+number)+ "\n"+Distance in mm: '+str(distance)+"\n"+Max: '+'str(maxi)+"\n"+Min: '+'str(mini)+"\n"+Delta pixelcolor: '+str(delta)+"\n"+Mean: '+'str(medi)+"\n"+Median: '+'str(medi3)+"\n"+Homogenity in %: '+
str(homog)+"\n"+width: '+'str(widthcut)+"\n"+height: '+'str(heightcut))
f.close()

# Save grey level pixel colors to csv file
np.savetxt(path + "*/" + framename + '/Pixelcolor/*' + framename + number + 'cut1_pixelcolor_gray.csv", image, delimiter=' ')

# Histogram
counts2, vals2 = np.histogram(image, bins=range(2 ** 8))
plt.plot(range(0, (2 ** 8) - 1), counts2)
plt.title('Greyscale image histogram')
plt.xlabel('Pixel value')
plt.ylabel('Count')
plt.savefig(path + "*/" + framename + '/Pixelcolor/*' + framename + number + 'cut1_histogram_grey.png')
plt.close()

grey=cv2.cvtColor(cv2.imread(path + "*/" + framename + '/Frames/Analysis/*' + framename + number + 'cut1' + fileextension), cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
hist2=cv2.calcHist([grey],[0],None,[256],[0,256])
with(open(path + "*/" + framename + '/Pixelcolor/*' + framename + number + 'cut1_histogram_gray.txt', "w") as f:
f.write(str(hist2).replace("[","").replace("]",""))
f.close()
cv2.waitKey(0)
cv2.destroyAllWindows()}
Figure A.2: Pixel value illustration of a white sheet taken with different illuminations from 60 mm (left) and 200 mm (right) distance between the camera, respectively illumination, and the white sheet; the magenta square illustrates the cut out ROI.
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A.4 Python code: Camera calibration

```python
1   import numpy as np
2   import cv2
3   import glob
4   import pathlib
5   
6   path = str(pathlib.Path(__file__).parent.absolute()).replace("\", ")
7   date = '20200509'
8   name = 'A2-F1-CB-1'
9   
10   #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11   # Find chessboard
12   #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
13   
14   # termination criteria
15   criteria = (cv2.TERM_CRITERIA_EPS + cv2.TERM_CRITERIA_MAX_ITER, 30, 0.001)
16   
17   # prepare object points based on the actual dimensions of the calibration board, like (0,0,0), (50,0,0), (100,0,0) ....,(400,250,0)
18   boarddim = 50  # size of a square in mm
19   numberofrows = 9
20   numberoflines = 6
21   objp = np.zeros((numberoflines*numberofrows,3), np.float32)
22   
23   # Arrays to store object points and image points from all the images.
24   objpoints = []  # 3d point in real world space
25   imgpoints = []  # 2d points in image plane.
26   
27   # Lists to store the calibration parameters of all pictures
28   fxs = list()  # fx parameter
29   fys = list()  # fy parameter
30   cxs = list()  # cxs parameter
31   cys = list()  # cys parameter
32   k1s = list()  # k1 parameter
33   k2s = list()  # k2 parameter
34   k3s = list()  # k3 parameter
35   p1s = list()  # p1 parameter
36   p2s = list()  # p2 parameter
37   errors = list()  # average error
38   
39   # Pictures used for the calibration
40   images = glob.glob(path+'/'+date+'/'+name+'/Frames/ForCalibration/\*.png')
41   i = 0
42   
43   for fname in images:
44       # Read frame
45       img = cv2.imread(fname)
46       
47       # Convert to grayscale
48       gray = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
49       
50       # Find the chessboard corners
51       ret, corners = cv2.findChessboardCorners(gray, (numberofrows,numberoflines),None)
52       
53       if ret==False:
54           print('Frame ' + str(fname) + ': not usable')
55       
56       # If found, add object points, image points (after refining them)
57       if ret == True:
58           #Add the chessboard corner points
59           objpoints.append(objp)
60           
61           corners2 = cv2.cornerSubPix(gray,corners,(11,11),(-1,-1),criteria) #
62           
63           # increase the accuracy
64           imgpoints.append(corners2)
65           
66           # Draw and display the corners
67           cv2.namedWindow("img", cv2.WINDOW_NORMAL)
68           img = cv2.drawChessboardCorners(img, (numberofrows,numberoflines),
```

---

Note: The code snippet is incomplete and missing some lines, as indicated by the ellipses. The complete code is provided in the book.
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corners2, ret)  # cv2.imshow('img', img)
# cv2.waitKey()  

# Find calibration parameters (fx, fy, cx, cy, k1, k2, p1, p2, k3) and add them to arrays

ret, mtx, dist, rvecs, tvecs = cv2.calibrateCamera(objpoints, imgpoints, gray.shape[:2], None, None)

fx = mtx[0][0]
if fx > 2000:
    print('delete: ' + str(i) + in i: ' + str(i))
fx = mtx[1][1]
fy = mtx[0][1]
fy = mtx[0][1]
cx = mtx[0][2]
cx = mtx[0][2]
cy = mtx[1][2]
cy = mtx[1][2]
k1 = dist[0][0]
k1 = dist[0][0]
k2 = dist[0][1]
k2 = dist[0][1]
p1 = dist[0][2]
p1 = dist[0][2]
p2 = dist[0][3]
p2 = dist[0][3]

# Export calibration parameters for each picture

for i in range(len(objpoints)):
    corners2, ret = cv2.projectPoints(objpoints[k], rvecs[k], tvecs[k], mtx, dist)
    error = cv2.norm(imgpoints[k], imgpoints2, cv2.NORM_L2) / len(imgpoints2)
    mean_error += error
Appendix

# Export re-projection error for each picture
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
km = open(path + '/'+name+'/Results/Total/''reprojectionerror_4_all.txt','w+)
k.write(\'\n\'+str(mean_error/len(objpoints))+\'\n\')
k.close()
totalerror = mean_error/len(objpoints)
errors.append(totalerror)

# Export calibration parameters for all calibration pictures in one txt-file
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
g = open(path + '/'+name+'/Results/Total/''cameramatrix_4_all.txt','w+)
g.write(\'\n\'+str(date)+\'\n\'+name+\'\n\')
g.write(\'\n\'+str(fxs).replace('["",""].replace("","")\n\'+str(fys).replace('["",""].replace("","")\n\'+str(cxs).replace('["",""].replace("","")\n\'+str(cys).replace('["",""].replace("","")\n\')
g.close()
h = open(path + '/'+name+'/Results/Total/''_distortioncoeff_4_all.txt','w+)
h.write(\'\n\'+str(date)+\'\n\'+name+\'\n\')
h.write(\'\n\'+str(k1s).replace('["",""].replace("","")\n\'+str(k2s).replace('["",""].replace("","")\n\'+str(p1s).replace('["",""].replace("","")\n\'+str(p2s).replace('["",""].replace("","")\n\')
h.close()

# Calculate mean calibration parameters and their standard deviation
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

# Camera matrix
meanfx = np.mean(fxs)
stdfx = np.std(fxs)

meanfy = np.mean(fys)
stdfy = np.std(fys)

meancx = np.mean(cxs)
stdcx = np.std(cxs)

meancy = np.mean(cys)
stdcy = np.std(cys)

# Distortion coefficients
meank1 = np.mean(k1s)
stdk1 = np.std(k1s)

meank2 = np.mean(k2s)
stdk2 = np.std(k2s)

meanp1 = np.mean(p1s)
stdp1 = np.std(p1s)

meanp2 = np.mean(p2s)
stdp2 = np.std(p2s)

meank3 = np.mean(k3s)
stdk3 = np.std(k3s)

# Export mean calibration parameters for evaluation of the calibration
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
g = open(path + '/'+name+'/Results/Total/''_cameramatrix_4_mean.txt','w+)
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```
g.write('date: ' + str(date) + '
' + name + ' s
')
g.write('Mean fx: ' + str(meanfx).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
' + name + ' Stab mean fx: ' + str(meanfx).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
' + name + ' Mean cy: ' + str(meanfx).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
' + name + '
')

h.open(path + '/date/' + name + '/Results/Total/' + name + '_distortioncoeff_4_meanT.txt', 'w')
h.write('Mean k1: ' + str(meank1).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
' + name + ' Stab mean k1: ' + str(meank1).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
' + name + ' Mean k2: ' + str(meank2).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
' + name + ' Stab mean k2: ' + str(meank2).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
' + name + ' Mean p1: ' + str(meanp1).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
' + name + ' Stab mean p1: ' + str(meanp1).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
' + name + ' Mean p2: ' + str(meanp2).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
' + name + ' Stab mean p2: ' + str(meanp2).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
' + name + ' Mean k3: ' + str(meank3).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
' + name + ' Stab mean k3: ' + str(meank3).replace('[', '').replace(']', '').replace(' ', '') + '
')
h.close()

i.open(path + '/' + date + '/' + name + '/Results/Total/' + name + '_numberofframes_4_mean.txt', 'w')
i.write('Number of frames used for calculation of the cameraparameters: 
' + str(j))
i.close()

# Export mean calibration parameters without comments to use for correction of the data
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
camera_matrix = [meanfx, meanfy, meancx, meancy]
np.savetxt(path + '/' + date + '/' + name + '/Results/Total/' + name + '_cameramatrix_4_meanT.txt', camera_matrix, c

distortion_coeffs = [meank1, meank2, meanp1, meanp2, meank3]
np.savetxt(path + '/' + date + '/' + name + '/Results/Total/' + name + '_distortioncoeff_4_meanT.txt', distortion_coeffs, c

np.savetxt(path + '/' + date + '/' + name + '/Results/Total/' + name + '_error_4_meanT.txt', errors, c

cv2.destroyAllWindows()
```
A.5 Python code: Generation of corrected data

```python
import numpy as np
import cv2
import glob
import pathlib

path = str(pathlib.Path(__file__).parent.absolute()).replace('\\','/)
date = '20200509'
name = 'A2-F1-CB-1'
nameframes = 'A2-F1-135-P'

# Read and Save Calibration Parameters
fileCM = open(path + '/' + date + '/' + name + '/Results/Total/' + name + '_cameramatrix.txt', 'r')
CM = fileCM.readlines()

fileDC = open(path + '/' + date + '/' + name + '/Results/Total/' + name + '_distortioncoeff.txt', 'r')
DC = fileDC.readlines()

mtx = np.zeros((3, 3))
dist = np.zeros((1, 5))

mtx[2][2] = 1
mtx[0][0] = float(CM[0])  # fx
mtx[1][1] = float(CM[1])  # fy
mtx[0][2] = float(CM[2])  # cx
mtx[1][2] = float(CM[3])  # cy

dist[0][0] = float(DC[0])  # k1
dist[0][1] = float(DC[1])  # k2
dist[0][2] = float(DC[2])  # p1
dist[0][3] = float(DC[3])  # p2
dist[0][4] = float(DC[4])  # k3

# Loop for Undistortion
images = glob.glob(path + '/' + nameframes + '/Frames/*.png')
for fname in images:
    img = cv2.imread(fname)
    h, w = img.shape[:2]
    newcameramtx, roi = cv2.getOptimalNewCameraMatrix(mtx, dist, (w, h), 0.5, (w, h))  # value
    # between 0 (whole picture range) and 1 (cut out of the picture)
    dst = cv2.undistort(img, mtx, dist, None, newcameramtx)
    # crop the image
    x, y, w, h = roi
    dst = dst[y:y+h, x:x+w]

cv2.destroyAllWindows()
```
A.6 Flow chart: Tracer tracking

Figure A.3: Schematic diagram of the procedure for detection of the tracers
Appendix

A.7 Python code: Tracer tracking

```python
# cropbox

def crop_center(img, a1, a2, b1, b2):
    return img[a1:a2, b1:b2]

# Name of the experiment

date = '200617'
framename = date
number = '_2'
fileextension = '.mp4'

path = str(pathlib.Path(__file__).parent.absolute()).replace(r'\', '/')

# Calibration

cali = G:/Liebl/4-analysis/tracer tracking/calibration/
dateCali = '20200509'
nameCali = 'A2-F1-CB-1'

# Set data

v_x0 = 1
v_y0 = 1
delta_t = 1
radius = 1

cropbox = (710, 383, 1300, 974)

camera = cv2.

dist = np.zeros((1, 5))

mtx[0][0] = float(CM[0])  # fx
mtx[1][1] = float(CM[1])  # fy
mtx[0][2] = float(CM[2])  # cx
```
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```csharp
mtx[1][2]=float(CM[1]) # cy
dist[0][0]=float(DC[0]) # k1
dist[0][1]=float(DC[1]) # k2
dist[0][2]=float(DC[2]) # k1
dist[0][3]=float(DC[3]) # k2
dist[0][4]=float(DC[4]) # k3

# Save to folder

f=open(path+"/\+frame(filename)+\+number\+\_dots.txt","w+")
f.write([FrameNumber NumberOfDetectedDots MaxDiameter MinDiameter MeanDiameter MedianDiameter StandardDeviation]+\n"
)m=open(path+"/\+frame(filename)+\+number\+\_keydata.txt","w+")
m.write(['Name MeanNumberOfDetectedDots StandardDeviation']+\n"
)m.write(date+\n"

# Get frames from video, undistort them and detect the tracers

# Take video
cap=cv2.VideoCapture(path+"/\+frame(filename)+\+number\+\_videoextenson")
frames=list()
correctedframes=list()
framename=list()
allblobs=list()
zahl=0
br=0

#------
while(cap.isOpened()):
# Capture frame-by-frame
ret, frame = cap.read()
if ret == True:

zahl+=1
print(chr(27)+'[38;2;255;0;0mDrawing('FrameNumber: '+str(zahl))
f.write(str(zahl))
f.write(chr(27)+'[38;2;0;255;0m')
framename.append(zahl)

ingO = frame
h, w = imgO.shape[:2]
newcameramtx, roi=cv2.getOptimalNewCameraMatrix(mtx, dist, (w,h), 0, (w,h))
#value between 0 (whole picture range) and 1 (cut out of the picture)
# undistort the original image
det = cv2.undistort(imgO, mtx, dist, None, newcameramtx)
# crop the oriinal image
x, y, w, h = roi
det = det[y:y+h, x:x+w]
correctedframes.append(det)
frames.append(frame)
framecut=roi.crop_center(det,b1,b2,a1,a2)
img=framecut
gray = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
```
# Segmentation

# Convert BGR to HSV

hsv = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)

# Get value sensitivity

sens = 50

# Define range of white color in HSV with adjustable sensitivity

lower_white = np.array([0, 0, 255 - sens])
upper_white = np.array([255, sens, 255])

# Threshold the HSV image to get only white colors, (in the range of the mask: 1 (white))

mask = cv2.inRange(hsv, lower_white, upper_white)

# Bitwise-AND mask and original image, in the frame ther is the frame and mask ist true; Bitwise: where are 1s in the frame: show the color)

res = cv2.bitwise_and(img, img, mask=mask)

img = res

## MedianBlur

blursize = 1 #size = blursizexblursize
resblur = cv2.medianBlur(res, blursize)

## Create Filter and Detection of tracer

# Setup SimpleBlobDetector parameters

params = cv2.SimpleBlobDetector_Params()

# Change thresholds

params.thresholdStep = 5
params.minThreshold = 200
params.maxThreshold = 255

# Filter by Color (one specific color needed: not recommended)

params.filterByColor = False
params.blobColor = 255

# Filter by Area. see: Excel: picture-pillow

params.filterByArea = True
params.minArea = 83 # 135mm
params.maxArea = 180 # 135mm

# Filter by Circularity

params.filterByCircularity = True
params.minCircularity = 0.7 # circularity of a square

# Filter by Convexity (Area of the Blob / Area of it’s convex hull)

params.filterByConvexity = False
params.minConvexity = 0.87

# Filter by Inertia (ratio of widest to thinnest point, measures how elongated a shape is, circle:1, ellipse:0<x<1, line:0)

params.filterByInertia = True
params.minInertiaRatio = 0.01

## # blobs closer will be merged

params.minDistBetweenBlobs = 1.0

params.minRepeatability = 2
# Create a detector with the parameters
ver = (cv2.__version__).split('.')[0]
if int(ver[0]) < 3 :
    detector = cv2.SimpleBlobDetector(params)
else :
    detector = cv2.SimpleBlobDetector_create(params)

# Detect blobs
keypoints = detector.detect(im)
print('Number of detected circles: ' + str(blobnumber))
f.write(str(blobnumber))
allblobs.append(blobnumber)

# Draw detected blobs as red circles
im_with_keypoints = cv2.drawKeypoints(im, keypoints, np.array([]),
(0,255,0), cv2.DRAW_MATCHES_FLAGS_DRAW_RICH_KEYPOINTS)
circle only can handle int

# Calculation of characteristics of detected dots
medi = np.mean(diameter)
medi3 = np.median(diameter)

# Draw the outer circle
for k in range(j):
v2.circle(im,i[0],i[1],2,(0,255,0),2)

# Draw the center of the circles
v2.circle(im,i[0],i[1],2,(0,0,255),1)
print('Diameter: ' + str(diameter))

if len(diameter)>0:
    # Calculation of characteristics of detected dots
    maxi=np.amax(diameter)
    mini=np.amin(diameter)
delta=maxi-mini
    medi=np.mean(diameter)
    medi3=np.median(diameter)
```python
# Maximum number of dots in one frame
frameN=1
for i, frameN in enumerate(range(1, numberofframes+1), 1):
	path = path + '/'+ str(frameN) + '/'+ str(date) + '/'+ str(framename) + '_numberofframes.txt'
	print('File: ' + str(date) + '/'+ str(framename) + '_numberofframes.txt')
	dots = np.loadtxt(path, delimiter=';', dtype=np.float).astype(np.float)
	dots = dots[:,0]
	numberofdots.append(len(dots))

dots_total = sum(numberofdots)
maxnumberofdots = max(numberofdots)

print('Max number of dots in one frame: ' + str(maxnumberofdots))
print('Total number of dots in all frame: ' + str(dots_total))
```

---

```python
# Number of frames
frameN=1
for frameN in range(1, numberofframes+1):
	path = path + '/'+ str(frameN) + '/'+ str(date) + '/'+ str(framename) + '_numberofframes.txt'
	dots = np.loadtxt(path, delimiter=';', dtype=np.float)
	numberofdots.append(len(dots))

dots_total = sum(numberofdots)
maxnumberofdots = max(numberofdots)

print('Max number of dots in one frame: ' + str(maxnumberofdots))
print('Total number of dots in all frame: ' + str(dots_total))
```
# Matrices to save all the tracks
trackingx = np.zeros((dots_total, i))
trackingy = np.zeros((dots_total, i))

# Parameters for tracking (to be set)
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Radius of search volumes
# For F1
radiusF1 = 30
# For F2
radiusF2 = 30
# For F3
radiusF3 = 30
# Time step
deltaT = 1

# Loop for all frames
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
framenumber = 1
while framenumber < (i - 2):
    print(f'Step: {framenumber}

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Step 1: Read detected tracer
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Step 1.1: Read F_n: F_0
j0 = framenumber
k = 0
x_0 = list()
y_0 = list()
center0 = list()

file = path + '/date' + '/framename+' + 'doPTV' + '/framename number 4BE_' + str(j0) + '.txt'
dots = np.loadtxt(file, str, delimiter=',').astype(np.float)  # dots[x][y]
n0 = len(dots)
dots_all.append(n0)
numberdots += n0
while k < n0:
    try:
        x_0.append(dots[k][0])
y_0.append(dots[k][1])
center0.append([dots[k][0], dots[k][1]])
    except IndexError:
        x_0.append([dots[k]])
y_0.append([dots[k]])
center0.append([dots[k][0], dots[k][1]])
k = n1
k += 1

if len(center0) == 0:
    x_0.append([0])
y_0.append([0])
center0.append([[0], [0]])

## print('center0:' + str(center0))
## print('len(center0):' + str(len(center0)))

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
## Appendix

```python
# Step 1.2: Read F_{n+1}: F_1
#---------------------------------------------------------------
j1=j0+1
k=0
x_1=list()
y_1=list()
center1=list()

file=path+"/"+str(date)+"/"+fname+number+"/doPTV/"+fname+number+"_4BE_"+str(j1)+".txt"
dots=np.loadtxt(file, str, delimiter=',').astype(np.float)  # dots[x][y]
n1=len(dots)
while k < n1:
    try:
        x_1.append(dots[k][0])
        y_1.append(dots[k][1])
    except IndexError:
        x_1.append([0])
        y_1.append([0])
center1.append([0, 0])
k=n1
k+=1

if len(center1)==0:
    x_1.append([0])
    y_1.append([0])
center1.append([0, 0])

# print('center1: '+'str(center1))
# print('len(center1): '+'str(len(center1))
#---------------------------------------------------------------

# Step 1.3: Read F_{n+2}: F_2
#---------------------------------------------------------------
j2=j1+1
k=0
x_2=list()
y_2=list()
center2=list()

file=path+"/"+str(date)+"/"+fname+number+"/doPTV/"+fname+number+"_4BE_"+str(j2)+".txt"
dots=np.loadtxt(file, str, delimiter=',').astype(np.float)  # dots[x][y]
n2=len(dots)
while k < n2:
    try:
        x_2.append(dots[k][0])
        y_2.append(dots[k][1])
    except IndexError:
        print('error')
x_2.append([0])
y_2.append([0])
center2.append([0, 0])
k=n2
k+=1

if len(center2)==0:
    x_2.append([0])
    y_2.append([0])
center2.append([0, 0])

# print('center2: '+'str(center2))
# print('len(center2): '+'str(len(center2))
```

### Appendix

```python
# Step 1.4: Read F_n+3: F_3

j3 = j2 + 1
k = 0
x_3 = list()
y_3 = list()
center3 = list()

file = path + '/'+ date + '/'+ frame_name + number + '/doPTV/' + frame_name + number + '_4BE_3'+ str(j3) + '_txt'
dots = np.loadtxt(file, str, delimiter=',').astype(np.float)  # dots[x][y]
n3 = len(dots)
while k < n3:
    try:
        x_3.append(dots[k][0])
        y_3.append(dots[k][1])
        center3.append([dots[k][0], dots[k][1]])
    except IndexError:
        x_3.append([dots[0]])
        y_3.append([dots[1]])
        center3.append([dots[0], dots[1]])
k = n3

if len(center1) == 0:
    x_3.append(0)
    y_3.append(0)
    center3.append([0, 0])

## print('center3: ' + str(center3))
## print('len(center3): ' + str(len(center3)))
## print()

# If framenumber=1: save center 0 to the storage matrices trackingx and trackinggy

if framenumber == 1:
    row = 0
    while row < len(center0):
        trackingx[row][j0-1] = str(center0[row][0])
        trackingy[row][j0-1] = str(center0[row][1])
        row += 1

# Find couplesF0F1

SVF = radiusF1**2

couplesF0F1 = list()

a0 = 0
while a0 < len(center0):
    center_x0 = center0[a0][0]
    center_y0 = center0[a0][1]
    a1 = 0
    distances01 = list()
    distances01p = list()
    count = 0
    while a1 < len(center1):
        distance01p = ((center1[a1][0] - center_x0)**2 + (center1[a1][1] - center_y0)**2
        if test < SVF:
            d_FL_f = center0[a0][0], center0[a0][1]
            d_F1_f = center1[a1][0], center1[a1][1]
            distances01p.append(test)
```
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```python
        distance01p.append([d_F0_f, d_F1_f])
        distances01p.append([d_F0_f, d_F1_f, test])
        a1+=1
        if len(distances01)==0:
            coupleF0F1=[[center0[a0][0],center0[a0][1]],[0,0]]
            coupleF0F1.append(coupleF0F1)
        if len(distances01)>0:
            if len(distances01)==1:
                coupleF0F1=[distances01[0][0],distances01[0][1]]
            else:
                distance01=min(distances01)
                coupleF0F1=distances01.index(distance01)
                coupleF0F1.append(coupleF0F1)
        a0+=1

    # Step 3: Calculate the velocity and acceleration of F_n:F_1 and velocity of
```

---

# If framenumber=1: save center 1 to the storage matrices trackingx and trackingy

```python
# counting the rows in the storage

    if framenumber==1:
        lenfoundcouplesF1F2=len(couplesF0F1)
        row0=0
        while row<len(center0):
            row2=0
            count=0
            while row2<len(couplesF0F1):
                if couplesF0F1[row2][0][0]!0:
                    if trackingx[row][j1-2]==couplesF0F1[row2][0][0]:
                        trackingx[row][j1-1]=couplesF0F1[row2][1][0]
                        trackingy[row][j1-1]=couplesF0F1[row2][1][1]
                    row2+=1
                row2+=1
        count+=1
        if count==len(center1):
            print('Center1 not append before')
            center1_not.append([center1[testC1][1][0],center1[testC1][1][1]])
            testMC01+=1
        testC1+=1
        print('Center1_not: '+str(center1_not))
        print()  
    while lenfoundcouplesF1F2!=len(center1_not):
        testMC01=0
        while testC1<len(couplesF0F1):
            testMC01=0
            while testMC01<len(center1):
                if couplesF0F1[testC1][1][0]==center1[testMC01][0]:
                    print('Center1 already appended')
                else:
                    count+=1
                    if count==len(center1):
                        print('Center1_not: '+str(center1_not))
                        print()
                        rowxnF1=lenfoundcouplesF1F2
                        while test<len(center1_not):
                            trackingx[rowxnF1][j1-1]=center1_not[test][0]
                            trackingy[rowxnF1][j1-1]=center1_not[test][1]
                            test+=1
                        rowxnF1+=1
                        lenfoundcouplesF1F2=len(center1_not)  
```

# Step 3: Calculate the velocity and acceleration of F_n:F_1 and velocity of
Appendix

# Initial position
x_m1=[0]*n0
y_m1=[0]*n0

# v0
if framenum==1:
vx_0=list()
vy_0=list()
v_0=[(i-j)/deltaT for i,j in zip(x_0,x_m1)]
y_0=[(i-j)/deltaT for i,j in zip(y_0,y_m1)]
v_0=v_0+x_0
vy_0=vy_0

if len(x_1)>len(x_0):
as=
x_0_new=[0]*len(center1)
y_0_new=[0]*len(center1)
while as<len(couplesF0F1):
x_0_new[aa]=couplesF0F1[aa][0][0]
y_0_new[aa]=couplesF0F1[aa][0][1]
as+=1
x_0=x_0_new
y_0=y_0_new

if len(x_1)<len(x_0):
as=
x_1_new=[0]*len(center0)
y_1_new=[0]*len(center0)
while as<len(couplesF0F1):
x_1_new[aa]=couplesF0F1[aa][1][0]
y_1_new[aa]=couplesF0F1[aa][1][1]
as+=1
x_1=x_1_new
y_1=y_1_new

if len(center0)==1 and len(center1)==1:
x_0=x_0[0]
y_0=y_0[0]
x_1=x_1[0]
y_1=y_1[0]

vx_1=list()
vy_1=[(x_1[0]-x_0[0])/deltaT]
v_y_1=list()
v_y_1=[(y_1[0]-y_0[0])/deltaT]

if len(center0)==1 and len(center1)==0:
x_0=x_0[0]
y_0=y_0[0]
x_1=x_1[0]
y_1=y_1[0]

vx_1=list()
vy_1=[(x_1[0]-x_0[0])/deltaT]
v_y_1=list()
v_y_1=[(y_1[0]-y_0[0])/deltaT]
else:

vx_1=list()
vy_1=[(i-j)/deltaT for i,j in zip(x_1,x_0)]
v_y_1=list()
v_y_1=[(i-j)/deltaT for i,j in zip(y_1,y_0)]

---

# Step 4: Calculation of estimated point F2_g

# Estimated point of F2: F2_g
x_2_g=[0]
Appendix
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y_2_g=[0]
center2_g=[[0,0]]
couplesF0F1m=[[0,0],[0,0]]

else:
    # Estimated point of F2: F2_g
    x_2_g=[i*j*deltaT for i, j in zip(x_1, vx_1)]
y_2_g=[i*j*deltaT for i, j in zip(y_1, vy_1)]
center2_g=[[(i*j*deltaT), (k*l*deltaT)] for i, j, k, l in zip(x_1, vx_1, y_1, vy_1)]

    # -------------------------------
    # If no F0 was found, the estimated F2 is set to F1
    # -------------------------------
    testi=0
    while testi<len(center2_g):
        if vx_1[testi]==x_1[testi]:
            center2_g[testi][0]=x_1[testi]
            center2_g[testi][1]=y_1[testi]
        testi+=1

    # -------------------------------
    # Step 5: Find couplesF0F1F2F2c
    # -------------------------------
    # Radius of search volume for F2
    SVF2=radiusF2**2
    couplesF1F2F2c=list()
    SVF2=radiusF2**2
    if len(center2)>len(center2_g): # more dots in picture (center2) as in the one before (center1)
        a2_g=0
        while a2_g<len(center2_g):
            center_x2_g=center2_g[a2_g][0]
            center_y2_g=center2_g[a2_g][1]
            cand_2=list()
            a2_g+=1
            count=0
            while a2<len(center2):
                # Circle
                ((x,y),) = https://stackoverflow.com/questions/12262017/python-checking-if-coordinates-are-within-circle
                test2=[[center2[a2][0]-center_x2_g]**2 +
                        (center2[a2][1]-center_y2_g)**2
                        for a2 in range(len(center2))]

                coupledF1F2F2c=[[x_1[a2_g],center2_g[a2_g][0],center2[a2][0]],
                    [y_1[a2_g],center2_g[a2_g][1],center2[a2][1]]]
                coupledF1F2F2c.append(coupledF1F2F2c)
            if len(cand_2)==0:
                coupledF1F2F2c=[[x_1[a2_g],center2_g[a2_g][0],0],
                    [y_1[a2_g],center2_g[a2_g][1],0]] # no candidate for estimated F2* in F2 (found dots)
                coupledF1F2F2c.append(coupledF1F2F2c)
            a2_g+=1

        if len(center2)==len(center2_g): # same number of dots in picture (center2) as in
            a2_g=0
            while a2_g<len(center2_g):
                center_x2_g=center2_g[a2_g][0]
```
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center_y2_g = center2_g[a2_g][1]
as012 = list()
s012p = list()
as012p = list()
cand_2 = list()

a2_g =
count = 0
while a2 < len(center2):
    # Circle
    (x, y)2_g = https://stackoverflow.com/questions/12262017/python-checking-if-coordinates-are-within-circle
    test2 = (center2[a2][0] - center_x2_g)**2 +
             (center2[a2][1] - center_y2_g)**2
    if ((center2[a2][0] - center_x2_g)**2 +
        (center2[a2][1] - center_y2_g)**2) <= SVF2:
        cand_2.append((center2[a2][0], center2[a2][1]))

    coupleF1F2F2c = [[x_1[a2_g], center2_g[a2_g][0], center2[a2][0]],
                     [y_1[a2_g], center2_g[a2_g][1], center2[a2][1]]]
    couplesF1F2F2c.append(coupleF1F2F2c)

a2_g += 1

if len(cand_2) == 0:
    coupleF1F2F2c = [[x_1[a2_g], center2_g[a2_g][0], center2[a2][0]],
                     [y_1[a2_g], center2_g[a2_g][1], center2[a2][1]]]
    couplesF1F2F2c.append(coupleF1F2F2c)

a2_g += 1

while a2 < len(center2):
    # Circle
    (x, y)2_g = https://stackoverflow.com/questions/12262017/python-checking-if-coordinates-are-within-circle
    test2 = (center2[a2][0] - center_x2_g)**2 +
             (center2[a2][1] - center_y2_g)**2
    if ((center2[a2][0] - center_x2_g)**2 +
        (center2[a2][1] - center_y2_g)**2) <= SVF2:
        cand_2.append((center2[a2][0], center2[a2][1]))

    coupleF1F2F2c = [[x_1[a2_g], center2_g[a2_g][0], center2[a2][0]],
                     [y_1[a2_g], center2_g[a2_g][1], center2[a2][1]]]
    couplesF1F2F2c.append(coupleF1F2F2c)

a2_g += 1

if len(cand_2) == 0:
    coupleF1F2F2c = [[x_1[a2_g], center2_g[a2_g][0], center2[a2][0]],
                     [y_1[a2_g], center2_g[a2_g][1], center2[a2][1]]]
    couplesF1F2F2c.append(coupleF1F2F2c)

a2_g += 1
```

Appendix

```python
800  couplesF0F1F2F2c=list()
801  couplesF0F1F2c=list()
802  test1=0
803  while test1<len(couplesF1F2F2c):
804      test2=0
805      count=0
806      while test2<len(couplesF0F1):
807          if couplesF1F2F2c[test1][0][0]==couplesF0F1[test2][1][0] and
couplesF0F1[test2][1][0]!=0:
808              couplesF0F1F2F2c=[[couplesF0F1F2F2c[test1][0][0],couplesF1F2F2c[test1][0][1],couplesF1F2F2c[test1][0][2]],[couplesF0F1F2F2c[test1][1][0],couplesF1F2F2c[test1][1][1],couplesF1F2F2c[test1][1][2]]
809          couplesF0F1F2F2c.append(couplesF0F1F2F2c)
810      else:
811          count+=1
812          if count==len(couplesF0F1):
813              couplesF0F1F2F2c=[[]]
814          if count<len(couplesF0F1):
815              couplesF0F1F2F2c=[[0,couplesF1F2F2c[test1][0][0],couplesF1F2F2c[test1][0][1],couplesF1F2F2c[test1][0][2]],[0,couplesF1F2F2c[test1][1][0],couplesF1F2F2c[test1][1][1],couplesF1F2F2c[test1][1][2]]
816          couplesF0F1F2F2c.append(couplesF0F1F2F2c)
817          test2+=1
818          test1+=1
819  #----------------------------------------------
820  # Radius of search volume for F3
821  radiusF3=100
822  #----------------------------------------------
823  # Step 6: Determine foundF1F2c
824  #----------------------------------------------
825  couplesF1F2F2cF3c=list()
826  foundcouplesF1F2c=list()
827  a2c=0
828  while a2c<len(couplesF0F1F2F2c):
829      center_x2_cand=couplesF1F2F2c[a2c][0][2]
830      center_y2_cand=couplesF1F2F2c[a2c][1][2]
831      mindists3=list()
832      noF2c=list()
833      cand_3=list()
834      # v1
835      vx_1=(couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][0][1]-couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][0][0])/deltaT
836      vy_1=(couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][1][1]-couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][1][0])/deltaT
837      # v2
838      vx_2=(couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][0][1]-couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][0][0])/deltaT
839      vy_2=(couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][1][1]-couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][1][0])/deltaT
840      # a1
841      ax_1=(vx_2-vx_1)/deltaT
842      ay_1=(vy_2-vy_1)/deltaT
```
```python
# Estimated point of F3: F3_g
x1=couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][0][1],
y1=couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][1][1],

x_3_g=x1+vy_1*(x_3**2)*deltaT**2
y_3_g=vy_1+vy_1*(x_3**2)*deltaT**2

center3_g=[[x_3_g,y_3_g]]

# If no F0 was found, velocity v1 is set to zero

if abs(vy_1)==abs(x1):
x_3_g=x1
y_3_g=y1

center3_g=[[x1,y1]]

##

print('center3_g: '+'str(center3_g))
print('len(center3_g): '+'str(len(center3_g))

a0123=list()
a0123p=list()
a0123p=list()
F3dists=list()

while a3<len(center3):

# Circle ((x,y),2).g: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/12262017/python-checking-if-coordinates-are-within-circle

if ((center3[a3][1]-x_3_g)**2 + (center3[a3][1]-y_3_g)**2) <=SVF3 :
cand_3.append([center3[a3][0],center3[a3][1]])

couplesF0F1F2F2c=[couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][0][0],couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][0][1],couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][1][0],couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][1][1],couplesF1F2F2c[a2c][0][1],couplesF1F2F2c[a2c][1][1],center3[a3][0],center3[a3][1]]
couplesF1F2F2cF3c.append(couplesF1F2F2cF3c)

F3dists.append(F3dist)
a0123p.append([couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][0][0],couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][0][1],couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][1][0],couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][1][1],couplesF1F2F2c[a2c][0][1],couplesF1F2F2c[a2c][1][1],center3[a3][0],center3[a3][1]])
a0123p.append([couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][0][0],couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][0][1],couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][1][0],couplesF0F1F2F2c[a2c][1][1],couplesF1F2F2c[a2c][0][1],couplesF1F2F2c[a2c][1][1],center3[a3][0],center3[a3][1]]

a3=a3+1
couplesF1F2F2cF3c.append(couplesF1F2F2cF3c)

#

print('len(cand_3): '+'str(len(cand_3))
print()

if len(F3dists)==0:
    print('len(cand_3)==0: No F2 appended to track')

    couplesF1F2F2cF3c=[[couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][0][0],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][0][1],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][0],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][1],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][2],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][3],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][4],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][5]]

    couplesF1F2F2cF3c.append(couplesF1F2F2cF3c)

if len(F3dists)>0:
    if len(F3dists)==1:
        F3dist=F3dists[0]

    foundcouplesF1F2c.append([couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][0][0],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][0][1],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][0],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][1],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][2],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][3],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][4],couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][5],F3dist])

else:

```
```python
F3dist = min(F3dists)
coupleF1F2F2c = as0123p[as0123.index(a0123)]
couplesF1F2F2cF3c.append(coupleF1F2F2cF3c)
foundcouplesF1F2c.append(couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][0][0], couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][1][0], couplesF1F2F2cF3c[a2c][2][0], F3dist)

a2c += 1

## print('len(foundcouplesF1F2c): ' + str(len(foundcouplesF1F2c)))
## print('foundcouplesF1F2c: ' + str(foundcouplesF1F2c))
## print()
## print('len(couplesF1F2F2cF3c): ' + str(len(couplesF1F2F2cF3c)))
## print('couplesF1F2F2cF3c: ' + str(couplesF1F2F2cF3c))

else:
    testC2 = center2_not
    #which center2 are not in foundF1F2: append to center2_not
    #---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    # Step 8: Find F2, with no matching F1
    #---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    while aa < len(foundF1F2):
        F1 = foundF1F2c[aa][0]
        bb = 0
        mindist = list()
        mindistp = list()
        minip = list()
        count = 0
        while bb < len(foundcouplesF1F2c):
            if F1 == foundcouplesF1F2c[bb][0]:
                dist = foundcouplesF1F2c[bb][4]
                mindist.append(dist)
            minip.append([foundcouplesF1F2c[bb][0], foundcouplesF1F2c[bb][1], [foundcouplesF1F2c[bb][1], foundcouplesF1F2c[bb][1]], dist])
            mindistp.append([foundcouplesF1F2c[bb][0], foundcouplesF1F2c[bb][1], [foundcouplesF1F2c[bb][1], foundcouplesF1F2c[bb][1]], dist])
            count += 1
        bb += 1
        if count > 1:
            mindist = min(mindist)
            minidistp = mindistp[minip.index(mindist)]
        else:
            foundF1F2i[bb] = minip[0]
            foundF1F2i.append(foundF1F2i)
        aa += 1

    #---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    # Step 7: Find foundF1F2
    #---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    while testC2 < len(center2):
        center2 not.append([center2[testC2][0], center2[testC2][1]])
        testC2 += 1
        else:
            while testC2 < len(center2):
                testMC12 = 0
                count = 0
                while testMC12 < len(foundF1F2):
                    if center2[testC2][0] == foundF1F2[testMC12][0][1]:
                        print('center2[testC2][0] == foundF1F2[testMC12][1][0]')
                    else:
                        count += 1
                    if count == len(foundF1F2):
                        center2 not.append([center2[testC2][0], center2[testC2][1]])
                testMC12 += 1
```
Step 10: Export the found tracks and the final tracking matrices trackingx and trackingy.

```python
# Export the tracking matrices for each frame

np.savetxt(path + '/Tracking/Steps/*' + framename + '/' + 'trackingx' + str(lenfoundcouplesF1F2) + '.txt', trackingx, delimiter=',')

np.savetxt(path + '/Tracking/Steps/*' + framename + '/' + 'trackingy' + str(lenfoundcouplesF1F2) + '.txt', trackingy, delimiter=',')
```

```python
# Step 10: Export the found tracks and the final tracking matrices trackingx and trackingy.

trackingx_final=list()
trackingy_final=list()

while stepi < lenfoundcouplesF1F2+1:
    trackingx_final.append(trackingx[stepi])
    trackingy_final.append(trackingy[stepi])

np.savetxt(path + '/Tracking/Tracks/*' + framename + '/' + 'trackingx' + str(lenfoundcouplesF1F2) + '.txt', trackingx, delimiter=',')

np.savetxt(path + '/Tracking/Tracks/*' + framename + '/' + 'trackingy' + str(lenfoundcouplesF1F2) + '.txt', trackingy, delimiter=',')
```
+ 'trackingx_' + str(stepi) + '.txt', trackingx[stepi], delimiter=',')

1039 np.savetxt(path + '/date' + '/frame' + number + '/Tracking/Tracks/' + 'trackingx_' + str(stepi) + '.txt', trackingx[stepi], delimiter=',')

1040 stepi += 1

1041 np.savetxt(path + '/date' + '/frame' + number + '/Tracking/Tracks/' + 'trackingy_' + str(stepi) + '.txt', trackingy[stepi], delimiter=',')

1042 cv2.waitKey(0)

1043 cv2.destroyAllWindows()
Appendix

A.8 Python code: Film thickness

A.8.1 Calibration for the calculation of the film thickness

```python
import cv2
import numpy as np
import sys
import glob
import pathlib
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from PIL import Image
from matplotlib.colors import hsv_to_rgb

def crop_center(img, a1, a2, b1, b2):
    return img[a1:a2, b1:b2]

# Camera matrix
fileCM = open(pathCali + 'Results/Total/' + nameCali + '_cameramatr
ix_4_meanT.txt', "r")
CM = fileCM.readlines()
print(len(CM))

# Distortion coefficients
fileDC = open(pathCali + 'Results/Total/' + nameCali + '_distortion
coeff_4_meanT.txt', "r")
DC = fileDC.readlines()
print(len(DC))

mtx = np.zeros((3, 3))
dist = np.zeros((1, 1))
mtx[2][2] = 1

for i in range(5):
    mtx[0][0] = float(CM[i])  # fx
    mtx[1][1] = float(CM[i])  # fy
    mtx[0][2] = float(CM[i])  # cx
    mtx[1][2] = float(CM[i])  # cy
    dist[0][0] = float(DC[i])  # k1
    dist[0][1] = float(DC[i])  # k2
    dist[0][2] = float(DC[i])  # p1
    dist[0][3] = float(DC[i])  # p2
    dist[0][4] = float(DC[i])  # k3
```

A.8.1 Calibration for the calculation of the film thickness

# Name of the experiment
dateCali = '200603'
framerate = dateCali
number = int(dateCali)
fileextension = '_1'

# Path to the video
path = pathCali + 'C:/Users/lieb_la/Desktop/Calibration/'
nameCali = 'B3-F2-CP-1'
datCali = '200603'

# Get frames from video
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
```
```
```python
frames=list()
correctedframes=list()
FT_all=list()
FT_sort=list()
framenumber=list()
zahl=0
framenumber_withFT=list()

# Print the detected lines
p=open(path+'/'+'framename+number+_Lines.txt','w+')
p.write('Framenumber, Xs, Ys, Xs, Ys, Slope'+'
')
g=open(path+'/'+'framename+number+_LinesXMean.txt','w+')
g.write('Framenumber, XMeans'+'
')
l=open(path+'/'+'framename+number+_LinesXMeanSorted.txt','w+')
l.write('Framenumber, XMeans'+'
')

def print_lines(framenumber_withFT, length, newcameramtx, dist, mlines, xmeanALL, lenxmeans_new):
    # Take video and read it until video is completed: if Calibration is done with frames from a video
    frames = list()
correctedframes = list()
FT_all = list()
FT_sort = list()
framenumber = list()
zahl = 0
framenumber_withFT = list()
    # Capture frame-by-frame
    while(cap.isOpened()):
        # If Calibration is done with frames
        for filename in glob.glob('*.png'):
            # Print the detected lines
            frame = cv2.imread(filename)
            zahl+=1
            print(f'Framenumber: {zahl}"
            framenumber.append(zahl)

            # Correction of the data using the calibration
            #-----------------------------------------------

            # Undistort the original image
            dst = cv2.undistort(img0, mtx, dist, None, newcameramtx)

            # Crop the original image
            x, y, w, h = roi
            dst = dst[y:y+h, x:x+w]
correctedframes.append(dst)
frames.append(frame)
framecut = crop_center(dst, b1, b2, a1, a2)
cv2.imwrite(path+'/'+'Frames/'+'framename+number+_correctedframecut'+str(zahl)+'.png', framecut)
img = framecut

    #-----------------------------------------------

    # Get value sensitivity
    sens=20
```
# Define range of white color in HSV with adjustable sensitivity
lower_white = np.array([[0, 0, 100 - sens]])
upper_white = np.array([[0, 0, 100]])

# Threshold the HSV image to get only white colors, (in the range of the mask: 1 (white))
mask = cv2.inRange(hsv, lower_white, upper_white)

# Bitwise-AND mask and original image, in the frame there is the frame and mask int true; Bitwise: where are 1s in the frame: show the color
res = cv2.bitwise_and(img, img, mask=mask)

# Read detected lines from calibration
try:
    means = list()
xmeans = list()
ymeans = list()
minLineLength = 5  # min length of lines, line segments shorter than that are rejected
maxLineGap = 4  # maximum gap between line segments to treat them as a single line
minangle = 85  # eliminate all lines with angle >x° (horizontal lines)
lines = cv2.HoughLinesP(edges, 1, np.pi / 180, 10, minLineLength, maxLineGap)
for line in lines:
    x1, y1, x2, y2 = line[0]
    angle = np.arctan2(y2 - y1, x2 - x1) * 180. / np.pi
    if abs(angle) >= minangle:
        cv2.line(img, (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (0, 255, 0), 2)
        angles.append(angle)
        cv2.line(img, (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (0, 255, 0), 2)
        xls.append(x1)
xlst.append(x2)
yls.append(y1)
ylst.append(y2)
slope = (y2 - y1) / (x2 - x1)
        p.write(str(zahl) + ',' + str(x1) + ',' + str(y1) + ',' + str(slope) + ',' + str(x2) + ',' + str(y2) + '\n')
slopes.append(slope)
xmean = (x1 + x2) / 2
ymean = (y1 + y2) / 2
xmeans.append(xmean)
ymeans.append(ymean)
except TypeError:
    print('No lines detected')
    p.write('\n')
g.write('\n')
xmeans.sort()
xmeans_new = list()
means = list()
mindist = 5
count = 0
if len(xmeans) > 1:
    while count < len(xmeans):
        count2 = 0
        counti = 0
        while count2 < len(xmeans):
            if count != count2:
                if abs(xmeans[count] - xmeans[count2]) < mindist:
                    mean = (xmeans[count] + xmeans[count2]) / 2
                    means.append(mean)
                else:
                    counti += 1
            if counti == len(xmeans) - 1:
                xmeans_new.append(xmeans[count])
                count2 += 1
        count += 1
else:
    xmeans_new = xmeans
means2 = means
while x < len(means):
    x2 = 0
    while x2 < len(means2):
        if x != x2:
            if means[x] == means2[x2]:
                del means2[x2]
        x2 += 1
    x += 1
x3 = 0
while x3 < len(means2):
    xmeans_new.append(means2[x3])
    x3 += 1
xmeans_new.sort()
lenxmeans_new = len(xmeans_new)
xmeanALL.append(xmeans_new)
l.write(str(xmeans_new) + replace("[", " ").replace("]", " ")
l.write(
"\n"
)
cv2.imwrite(path + '/Frames/' + framename + number + '_detectedLines' + str(zahl) + '.png' , img)
##
##  # Break the loop if a video is used for calibration
##  else:
##    break
cap.release()
p.close()
g.close()
l.close()
# Save to folder
xmeans_MEAN = list()
maxlenxmeans_new = max(lenxmeans_new)
x = 0
while x < maxlenxmeans_new:
    b = 0
    y = 0
    while y < len(xmeanALL):
        h = xmeanALL[y][x]
        y += 1
        xmeans_MEAN.append(h / y)
    x += 1
print('xmeans_MEAN: ' + str(xmeans_MEAN))
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Calculation of calibration parameters for the determination of the film thickness
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Scale on the pin
ScalePIN = list(range(1, len(xmeans_MEAN) + 1))
# Linear fit
m2, b2 = np.polyfit(xmeans_MEAN, ScalePIN, 1)

# Save
z = open(path+"/{framename}number+_CalibrationFT.txt", "w+")
z.write(str(m2))  # slope
z.write("\n")
z.write(str(b2))  # intercept
z.close()

cv2.waitKey(0)
cv2.destroyAllWindows()
A.8.2 Determination of the film thickness

```python
import cv2
import numpy as np
import sys
import pathlib
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from PIL import Image
from matplotlib.colors import hsv_to_rgb

# name of the experiment
date = '200617'
framename = date
number = '_1'
fileextension = '.mp4'
path = str(pathlib.Path(__file__).parent.absolute()).replace('\', '/')

# save to folder
p = open(path + '/' + date + '/' + framename + number + '_filmthickness.txt', 'w+')
p.write('Framenumber xmaxdots Filmthickness

k = open(path + '/' + date + '/' + framename + number + '_filmthickness_mean.txt', 'w+')

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Calibration Camera
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

pathCali = 'G:/Liebl/4-analysis/tracer tracking/calibration/'
dateCali = '20200509'
nameCali = 'B3-F2-CB-1'

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Calibration FT
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

pathCaliFT = path + '/calibration/'
dateCaliFT = '200603'
nameCaliFT = '_1'

fileCaliFT = open(pathCaliFT + '/' + dateCaliFT + '/' + dateCaliFT + nameCaliFT + '_CalibrationFT.txt', 'r')
CalibrationFT = fileCaliFT.readlines()
slope = float(CalibrationFT[0])
intercept = float(CalibrationFT[1])

#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Cropbox (Same size than in calibration!)
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

cropbox = crop_center(img, a1, a2, b1, b2):
    return img[a1:a2, b1:b2]

cropbox 135mm: 50x50mm
# a width, b lenght
a1 = 910
a2 = 1400
b1 = 250
b2 = 750
cropbox=(a1,b1,a2,b2)

maxLimit=300 # Has to be adjusted!!
```

# Distortion coefficients

```python
 fileDCopen(pathCali+'/_'+dateCali+'/_'+nameCali+'_Results/Total/'+nameCali+'_distortion_coeff_4_mean7.txt','r')
 DC=fileDC.readlines()
 mtx=np.zeros((1,3))
dist=np.zeros((1,5))
 mtx[0][0]=1
 mtx[1][1]=float(CM[0])  #fx
 mtx[1][2]=float(CM[1])  #fy
 mtx[2][0]=float(CM[4])  #cx
 mtx[2][1]=float(CM[5])  #cy
 dist[0][0]=float(DC[0]) #k1
 dist[0][1]=float(DC[1]) #k2
 dist[0][2]=float(DC[2]) #p1
 dist[0][3]=float(DC[3]) #p2
 dist[0][4]=float(DC[4]) #k3

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Get frames from video, undistort them and detect particles
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
```

# Take video
```python
cap=cv2.VideoCapture(path+'/_'+date+'/_'+framenumber+number+'/_'+framenumber+number+fileextension)

# Read until video is completed
while(cap.isOpened()):
  # Capture frame-by-frame
  ret, frame = cap.read()
  if ret == True:
    zahl+=1
    print('Framenumber: ' +str(zahl))
    p.write(str(zahl)+'.',)
    cv2.imwrite(path+'/_'+date+'/_'+framenumber+number+'/_Frames/'+framenumber+number+'_frame'+str(zahl)+'.png',frame)
    framenumber.append(zahl)

    # Correction of the data using the calibration
    #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    imgO = frame
    h, w = imgO.shape[:2]
    newcameramtx, roi=cv2.getOptimalNewCameraMatrix(mtx,dist, (w,h),0,(w,h))
    #value between 0 (whole picture range) and 1 (cut out of the picture)
    # Undistort the original image
    dst = cv2.undistort(imgO, mtx, dist, None, newcameramtx)
    # Crop the original image
    x,y,w,h = roi
    dst = dst[y:y+h, x:x+w]
    correctedframes.append(dst)
    frames.append(frame)
    framecut=crop_center(dst,b1,b2,a1,a2)
    #
    cv2.imwrite(path+'/_'+date+'/_'+framenumber+number+'/_frames/'+framenumber+number+'_'+framecut'+str(zahl)+'.png',framecut)
    im=framecut
```

```
# Detection of particles

# Setup SimpleBlobDetector parameters.
params = cv2.SimpleBlobDetector_Params()

# Change thresholds
params.thresholdStep = 5
params.minThreshold = 60
params.maxThreshold = 255 # limit, so that the pin is not detected: has to be checked

# Filter by Color (one specific color needed: not recommended)
params.filterByColor = False
params.blobColor = 255

# Filter by Area depending on the distance between the camera and the particle tracer mixture. see: Excel: picture-pillow
params.filterByArea = True
params.minArea = 40 # 60mm:127, 80mm:92, 100mm:60, 135mm:40, 150mm:26, 200mm:17
params.maxArea = 175 # 60mm:500, 80mm:366, 100mm:238, 135mm:158, 150mm:102, 200mm:66

# Filter by Circularity
params.filterByCircularity = True
params.minCircularity = 0.7 # circularity of a square

# Filter by Convexity (Area of the Blob / Area of it’s convex hull)
params.filterByConvexity = False
params.minConvexity = 0.87

# Filter by Inertia (ratio of widest to thinnest point, measures how elongated a shape is, circle:1, ellipse0-1, line:0)
params.filterByInertia = True
params.minInertiaRatio = 0.01

params.minDistBetweenBlobs = 1.0 # keypoints closer will be merged
params.minRepeatability = 2

# Create a detector with the parameters
ver = (cv2.__version__).split('.')
if int(ver[0]) < 3 :
    detector = cv2.SimpleBlobDetector(params)
else :
    detector = cv2.SimpleBlobDetector_create(params)

# Detect blobs
keypoints = detector.detect(im)
blobnumber=len(keypoints)

# Draw detected blobs as red circles
# cv2.DRAW_MATCHES_FLAGS_DRAW_RICH_KEYPOINTS ensures that the size of the circle corresponds to the size of Blob
im_with_keypoints = cv2.drawKeypoints(im, keypoints, np.array([]),
(0,0,255), cv2.DRAW_MATCHES_FLAGS_DRAW_RICH_KEYPOINTS)

center=list()
ycenterdots=list()
xcenterdots=list()
diameter=list()
diametermm=list()

for keypoint in keypoints:
    x = keypoint.pt[0]
    y = keypoint.pt[1]
    s = keypoint.size/2
    KeyPoints=[x,y,s]
    center.append(KeyPoints)
Appendix
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199     ycenterdots.append(y)
200     xcenterdots.append(x)
201     diameter.append(z)
202
centerint = np.uint16(np.around(center)) #circle only can handle int
204
# To check the detected circles
for i in centerint:
    # Draw the outer circle
cv2.circle(im,(int[i]),1,255,0,2)
# Draw the center of the circles.
cv2.circle(im,(int[i]),2,0,255,1)

# Find the highest detected particle
# Values of the highest dot
ymin_centerdots=min(ycenterdots)
xmax_centerdots=max(xcenterdots)
print('xmax_centerdots: %d' %str(xmax_centerdots))
xmax_centerdotswithRadius=xmax_centerdots+radiusofcentermax
print('xmax_centerdotswithRadius: %d' %str(xmax_centerdotswithRadius))
p.write(str(xmax_centerdots)+',
')

# Draw a line to the maximum detected dot
cv2.line(im,(int[xmax_centerdotswithRadius]),
0,(int[xmax_centerdotswithRadius], 1080), (255, 0, 1)
cv2.line(im,(int[xmax_centerdots]), 0,(int[xmax_centerdots],1080),
(0,255),1)
cv2.imwrite(path+'/'+framename+number+'_/Frames/'+'framename+number_+_d
etectedCircles'+str(zahl)+'.png',im)

# Film thickness calculation
if xmax_centerdots < maxLimit:
    FT=xmax_centerdots*slope+intercept
    FT2=xmax_centerdotswithRadius*slope+intercept
    FT_all.append(FT)
    FT2_all.append(FT2)
    framename_with_FT.append(zahl)
p.write(str(FT)+',
')
p.write('"
"
')
# Break the loop
else:
    break

cap.release()
p.close()

# Calculation of mean film thickness
FT_mean= np.mean(FT_all)
FT_stab=np.std(FT_all)
print('FT_Mean (Center of the highest dot): '+str(FT_mean))
print('FT stab: '+str(FT_stab))
print('Number of FT measurements with xmax_dots<Limit: '+str(len(FT_all)))
k.write('FT_Mean (Center of the highest dot): '+str(FT_mean)+'
')
k.write('FT stab: '+str(FT_stab)+'
')
k.write('Number of FT measurements with xmax_dots<Limit: '+str(len(FT_all)))
k.close()

FT2_mean= np.mean(FT2_all)
FT2_stab=np.std(FT2_all)
print('FT2_Mean (Center+radius of the highest dot): '+str(FT2_mean))
print('FT2 stab: '+str(FT2_stab))

# Plot of the film thickness
plt.plot(framename_with_FT,FT_all,'bo',markersize=1)
```
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```python
plt.title('Filmthickness')
plt.xlabel('Framenumber')
plt.ylabel('Filmthickness in mm')
# plt.show()
plt.savefig(path + '/date/' + framename + number + '/framename+number+_FT.png')
plt.close()
cv2.waitKey(0)
cv2.destroyAllWindows()
```